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ABSTRACT 
The problem of the determination of optimal time-invariant output 
feedback controllers for linear dynamic systems with quadratic cost
 
functionals is considered. Two distinct cases arise, depending on whether
 
optimization is over a finite or a semi-infinite time interval.
 
For the semi-infinite time interval problem a gain initialization 
technique is derived to complement existing optimization techniques. The 
gain initialization technique determines the feedback gains required t 9 
(locally) maximize the system stability. A computational algorithm for 
the technique is incorporated in a digital computer program, and is used 
to stabilize a seven state model of a Saturn V booster rqcket. 
For the finite time interval problem a technique is derived to 
(locally) minimize the expected value of the cost functional. The 
technique uses the concept of Initial State Averaging. A computational 
algorithm is provided and incorporated in a digital computer program. The 







During the past decade much excellent work has been done in the field 
of Optimal Control Theory. Many books and a great number of technical 
papers have been published - the Bibliography of this report cites only a 
small portion of the total. Not all of this work has been purely thepreti­
cal. A substantial background has been developed in the important practical 
area of computation and it has for several years been feasible to determine
 
optimal controllers for a wide variety of physical systems.
 
It would be expected that practical applications of this theory would 
have appeared in abundance., Optimization is the essence of al .goo4 
engineering design, and practicing engineers should seize upon any techniques 
which might aid them in their work. Application of the new techniques
 
has, however, been disappointingly slow. With a few notable exceptions
 
the practical design of control systems has remained based on the transfer­
function techniques developed prior to the 1960's.
 
The explanation of the above paradox is widely recognized. It lies 
in the nature of the word "optimal", which is meaningless without a criterion 
of optimality. By and large, control theorists have used criteria of 
optimality dependent only on the performance of the control system. Design 
engineers, on the other hand, interpret "optimal" as embracing both system 
performance and system cost. -The difference may be best illustrated by a 
simple example. 
Consider the problem of designing a speed control device for a cheap 
movie camera. The objective is to ensure that sixteen frames of film are 
exposed per second regardless of film tension, state of charge of the 
motor batteries, etc. The could be interpreted as comprising an example 
of the state-regulator problem in optimal Control Theory, with the follgwng 
method of analysis. The equations governing the film transportgtig' are 
determined and linearized to the form
 
1(t) = A x(t) + B 21(t) (Itl7) 
where x(t) is an NS-vector describing the deviation of the system
 
from its desired state at time t
 
u(t) is an NC-vector defining the control inputs at time t
 
A and B are matrices whose elements depend on the characterr
 
istics of the system.
 
A cost functional is formulated having the form
 
T 
Jr= xT(T)F x(T)+ f[xT() Qx(r)+ -(Z) R u1] dZ 
0 
where T is the duration of the scene to be filmed. The objectiveg is tp 
determine the control input u(t) for t e [0 , T] which minimizes the 
cost functional J. The positive semi-definite matrices F aa4 q ar 
chosen to penalize any given control system for the deviations it 4aOW 
from the desired state. The positive definite matrix R is a penalty 4or 
improvident usage of control power (i.e., battery energy). The soLi44p9, 
to the problem defined by (I.1-1) and (1.1-2) can be shown 2 to be
 
u(t) = -R-1 BT D(t) x(t) 
Where D(t) satisfies the matrix Riccati equation
 
L(t) = -D(t) A - ATD(t) + D(t) BR- BTD(t) ­
3 
with 
D(T) F (1.1-5) 
Defining 
KT(t) R-1 BTD(t) (1.1-6) 
and re-writing (1.1-3) as 
_(t) = -KT(t) x(t)(
 
we see that the optimal control input can be generated as a timerva'yirng 
linear combination of all of the states of the system. We note in passi4g 
that the less-fastidious photqgrapher, illing to edit a few frames from 
the beginning and end of each scene and settle for gopd steady statq
 
perfqrmance, would be rewarded by simplification of the controlJer to the 
2form 
u(t) = -KT x(t) (1.1-8) 
This time-invariant controller would be much simpler to mechanize than 
that described by (ii-7). 
Now consider that speed control of the typical cheap movie camera i 
achieved by means of a simple flyball governor driving an on/off switch 
between the batteries and the motor. The flyball governor, invented 1y
 
first widely used automatic feedback controller.iJames Watt in 1788, was the 
In its simpler form it suffers from "hunting" about the set pQint. In its 
application to the movie camera it is driven by the single pystem state, 
motor speed. The single feedback gain can be considered as constant in 
the vicinity of the set point. It is clear that the flybal governor does 
not satisfy the requirements for an optimal controller as defined by (ii-y). 
Yet the flyball governor is indeed an optimal controller in the best 
engineering sense. It does an acceptable job at minimum cost. The 
mechanization of the "optimal" controller defined by (1.1-7) on the other 
hand, would be prohibitively expensive. It would require measurement and 
feedback of all system states. It would also require a digital computer 
to calculate and store the time-varying feedback gains for each scene to 
be filmed. 
It should be clear from the above that the allowable degree of 
complexity of a control system is often constrained by consiqerattons o'
 
cost. Weight, reliability and common engineering sense similarly 9ften 
dictate simplicity. What the control system designer wants then is not 
that system which performs in the best possible manner. Rather he wis#ps 
the best possible performance for a given degree of complexity, Thi' 
problem is considerably more difficult than that defined by (1.1-1) and 
(1.1-2). It must however, be solved if the benefits of optimal control
 
are ever to be realized for the majority of potential applications.
 
This report considers a portion of the general problem of qptimizatipn 
within a given degree of control system qomplexity. Only linear systems 
with quadratic cost fTntionals are considered. Such combinations may be 
described by (1.1-1) and (1.1-2). The allowable degree of complexity of 
the controller is assumed to be time-invariant feedback of the system outputs 
only. The system outputs are those quantities which can be measured, and 
in most cases provide less than a full description of the system state at 
any time. The above limitations are those which are normaly appliqd in 
classical control system analysis techniques. Thus this report seeks to
 




It is generally conceded that control system design prior to the
 
Second World War was primarily an art. The techniques used were often 
empirical and thus confined to particular classes of problemns. This
 
situation was largely eliminated by the contributions of Nyquist;6
 
Bode7 and Evans who established the theory and techniques of control 
system design which predominate in practical work even today. These 
techniques, however, are most suited to the design of relatively simple 
systems. They Work best for systes having a Pingle inpu and a singlq 
output related by a transfer function. Also these techniques are purely
 
analytical and cannot be used to directly synthesize a control system. 
The problem of synthesis was first tackled by Wiener9, who considered
 
the optimization of linear filters. This work was extended to control
 
systems by Newton) Gould and Kaiser1, who, however, still retained the 
transfer-ftnction approach; their technique was to determine the values
 
of system parameters required to minimize a cost functional for a specific 
perturbation of the system. It is significant that they made use of the
 
Calculus of Variations in their approach to this problem. The extension
 
to the classical Calculus of Variations provided by Pontryagin's Maximum 
Principle,ll and the control problem framework provided by Kalman1 2 finally
 
brought Optimal Control Theory to maturity. This maturity, combined with 
the state-variable formulation presented by DeRusso, Roy and Close1 and 
the increasing capability of digital computers, finally allowedthe~.eter­
ruination of optimal controllers for a wide variety of systems. 
The early excitment at the disclosure of the ability to compute 
optimal controllers faded when it was realized that such controtlers were
 
very difficult to mechanize. The reasons for this difficulty are twofold.
 
First, an optimal controller requires knowledge of the completq state of
 
6 
the system. It may not, however, be feasible to measure all system states. 
Secondly, for finite time duration problems an optimal controller requires 
time-varying feedback. 
There are two fundamental approaches to elimination of the first
 
difficulty. The approach taken by Kalman and Bucy was to estimate the 
unmeasurable states from the (noise corrupted) system outputs or measurable 
states. This approach was extended by Luenberger14 and again by Ash15 . 
Estimation of the unmeasurable states allows the mechanization of a regular 
optimal controller. Note, however, that it addes the complexities of a 
state estimator to those of the optimal controller. 
The second approach to the problem of unmeasurable states is to
 
design a controller which uses only the available information, Such a
 
controller will be "sub-optimali' in the mathematical sense of minimizing 
a cost functional such as that described by (1.1-2). It may well, however, 
be optimal in the engineering sense. This approach has been tried by a 
number of people. Newton, Gould and Kaiser essentially advocated such 
controllers, but optimized them for specific system disturbances. qonsid­
eration of only a specific disturbance is equivalent to imposing a specific 
initial condition on the system to be controlled. Max-min techniques 
were developed in an attempt to eliminate the dependence of the solution 
on the chosen initial condition. 1 6 ,1 7 In the mpx-min procedure the 
maximum system cost with respect to a set of initial conditions is minimiged 
with respect to the system feedback gains. It still remains to choose an 
appropriate set of initial conditions. Rekasius18 circumvented this
 
problem by considering the initial condition giving the maximum ratio of 
output feedback cost to allstate feedback cost but was still limited to
 
design for this specific initial condition. Levine19 determined the
 
7 
controller which was optimal in an average sense and computed time varying 
feedback gains for the case of the finite time-interval problem. For the 
semi-infinite time interval problem he required his feedback gains to be 
20
time-invariant. Cassidy considered the minimization of a modified cost 
functional having the form 
T 
T TA T T T23 (x; + x + x Wu +x Wy + Ru) dC (.2-1) 
0 
where the matrices Q, and W were chosen to ensure that the feedback 
gains for the unavailable states were zero. The resultant feedback gains 
were again time-varying for a finite time interval, time-invariant for the 
semi-ihfinite time interval.
 
It is considered that the approaches used by Levine and Cassidy are
 
the most satisfactory of those considered, since they are both completely
 
independent of initial conditions. They both, however, result in time­
varying gains for the finite time-interval case. For the semi-jnfinite 
time interval both give constant feedback gains, but use computational
 




The problem of determining stabilizing output-feedback gains for
 
complex systems has not, to the author's knowledge, been satisfactorily
 
solved. Koenigsberg 21 has considered local stability maxim, but his 
Jameson2 2 and Davison 3 computational algorithm is felt to be inefficient. 

have shown that as many system roots as there are feedback states can be 
arbitrarily determined, but the remaining roots are then unconstrained.
 
A solution to the problem of determining optimal constant or pieceV-sp 
constant feedback gains for a finite time interval has been derived by 
8 
Kleinman, Fortmann and Athans.2 5  As with Levine,1 9 they considered
 




1.3 Scope and Contribution of This Work
 
This report considers the determination of optimal time-ixnvaria nt 
output 	feedback control gains for systems which can be described by the
 
equation 
_(t) = A 	x(t) + B _(t) (I.3-1) 
where 	 x(t) is an NS-vector describing the state of the system at time t
 
u(t) is an N-vector describing the control inputs at time
 
A,B are time invariant matrices of appropriate order. 
It is assumed, without loss of generality, that the system outputp 
are the 	first NF states. If this is not the case then a aew set pf state
 
variables may be obtained as follows to satisfy the assumption. Suppqse
 




y(t) = C x(t) + D(t) 	 (1.3r2)
 
We shall require that
 
u(t) = 	 - K y(t) 
where K is the time-invariant matrix of feedback gains. Thus
 
+ 	DK] y(t) C x(t) 
[1 + D T ]  where I is the identity matrix of order NF. Assuming o 
be non-singular gives 
9 




C= [I + K C (;.3-6) 
'Wenote that in most cases D will be zero, leaving C equal to C. We 
now form the vector 2(t) comprising any (WS - NF) of the x(t) state 
variables which are independent of the y(t) variables. We note that 
such variables must exist since x(t) spans NS space while Z(t) only 
spans IT space. Appending 2(t) to y(t) gives 
z(t) ) (1.3-7) 




;(t) ip] (t) (T.3-8)
 
i.e., 




(t) =[] A [z(t)+ B u(t)-()+ CI]IP ~ 




Thus the control inputs u(t) 
for the system described by (1.3-1) are
 
to be optimized over the set
 
u(t) = - KT x(t) (1.3-11) 





The cost functional is assumed to be of the form 
T
 
S=xT(T) F x(T) + f Qxt) + u(t) R;u(Lidr (,3-13) 
0 
where F and Q are positive semi-definite
 
R is positive definite
 
and optimization is over the time interval [0 T]. 
Two separate cases are investigated. For the pase where the terminal
 
time T is infinite it is considered that the techniques presented by
 
either Levine 9 or Cassidy20 are adequate. Both these techniques, however
 
require initialization by stabi izipg feedback gains. In praptice indeed
 
the author has found that feedback gains giving marginal stability may be
 
inadequate, due to numerical considerations. Chapter II of this report 
therefore presents a computational algorithm designed to find feedback
 
gains of the form given by (1.3-12) such that the system stability is driven
 
to a local maximum. Note that maximum stability is here defined to mean
 
that the least stable of the system roots is made as stable as possible.
 
The algorithm presented is felt to be superior to that given by Koenigsberg
 
in that it is computafionally faster.
 
For the case where the terminal time T is finite, an appr 9gch is 
taken similar to that used by Levine1, except that the feedback gains are
 
required to be time-invariant. The resulting theory is presented in 
Chapter III, together with e,computational algorithm to allow the geter­
mination of the optimal gains.
 
It is felt that this report will help to fill some of the gaps in the 
existing abil ty to determine practical feedback controllers whch are 





THE GAIN INITIALIZATION PROBLEM 
II.1 Introduction
 
The problem of determination of the output feedback gains required
 
to stabilize a dynamic system is an interesting one in its own right. In 
this report, however, we are concerned with the determination of such gains
 
as a pre-requisite to the application of optimization techniques. 
Both Levine19 and Cassidy20 have considered the determination of
 
optimal output feedback controllers for linear systems. Both haye derived
 
iterative techniques resulting in time invariant fEedback gains wlen the 
system is optimized over the semi-infinite time interval [O, CD] . Each 
technique, however, requires initialization with a set of stabilizing 
feedback gains in order to ensure coAvergence of the computational al9rithvn.
 
26Based on the author's practical experience with Cassidy's technique 
it appears that an extra requirement on initial system stability may be 
added when the optimization algorithms are mechanized on a digital computer. 
It was found that with low order systems (five states or less) marginal 
stability was sufficient to ensure convergence of the optimization algorithm.
 
When a twenty-one state model of the Saturn V booster rocket was considered,
 
however, initialization by feedback gains giving marginal stability was 
insufficient to cause convergence. This was judged to be due to numerical
 
truncation resulting from the finite word length in the digital computer.
 
The problem was solved by computing a new set of feedback gains giving
 
better than marginal stability. Re-initialization of the optimization 
algorithm with the new feedback gains resulted in convergence. It is
 
considered likely that Levine's. algorithm would have similar coaracteristics.
 
13 
It is clear that practical application of Levine's and Cassidy's
 
techniques requires a method for determination of stabilizing output
 
feedback gains. It would be desirable that the gains give more than 
marginal stability. A method is described in this Chapter for deter­
mination of such gains, when they exist.
 
IT.2 Theory of the Gain Initialization Technique 
The problem under consideration is as follows. Given the system 
(t)-A x(t) + B u(t) (II.2-1) 
where x(t) is an NS-vector describing the state of the system at 
time t 
u(t) is an NC-vector describing the control inputs at time t 
AB are matrices whose elements depend on the characteristics 
of the system 
with 
u(t) = -KT x(t) (I.,2-2) 
where K is a matrix of feedback gains such that 
() [A - DKTJ x(t) (11.2-3) 
where K is constrained to the form 
NC 
K Ns (I.2-4) 
how should the feedback gain matrix K be modified, within the constraints 




The solution hinges on an expression given by Fadeev and Fadeeva
2 
for the sensitivity of an eigenvalue of a matrix to a parameter of the
 
matrix. Given any eigenvalue X and corresponding row and column eigen-
T 
vectors v and w of a square matrix D, the sensitivity of the 
eigenvalue to a parameter a of the matrix is given by 
T D 
- (I.2-5) 
da TV w 
We note that v and w satisfy
 
DTv - V (11.2-6) 
To apply (II.?-5) to the system described by (II.2-3) gnd (TI,2-4)
 
we note that 






-qb is the q column of the matrix B. Thus if k.2- is any
 
eigenvalue of (11.2-3) and if v.T and w. are corresponding row and
 




-71 i T pq Vi w
 
The sensitivity of the real part of ?. to the real feedback gain 
k is simply the real part of the right hand side of (11.2-9). 
pg 
Suppose now that it is desired to decrease the real part of X i.
 
The direction of the steepest descent in feedback gain space is defined
 
by the gradient matrix G where 
Re Akpgj2JQ 
p =t 1 ... lF 
q = l, ..., NC 
11.3 The Gain Initializaion Algorithm
 
A gain initialization algorithm has been derived from the expressions 
given in (11.2-9) and (11.2-10), and has been incorporated in the digital 
computer program GRADGN. A listing of the program GRADGN is given in 
Appendix I. A description of the algorithm/program follows. 
The algorithm is iterative. It increases the stability of the least 
stable eigenvalue of the system at each step. If, during a given interation 
a new eigenvalue should become less stable than the one being operatqs on, 
this fact is taken into account in subsequent iterations. 
Consider the rearrangement of the variable elements of the feedback 
gain matrix K into an NF x NO vector K". The rearrangement is 
performed by column qrdering of K so that
 
IC 0 K" (11.3-1) 
pg (g4)TF + p 
The gradient matrix G is similarly rearranged giving
 
pg = (q-l)NF+ p 
The steepest descent method requires that variations in the gain 
a aOal 




where p. is a positive constant determined by the step size to be taken 
and AK is a variation in the gain vector. Suppose now that we wish 
to determine the variation HAK0 in the gain vector K? required to 
cause a small negative change A Ref XiI in the real part of the eigen­
value k.. The variation a Ka may be computed from the relationship 
OGOT UAI il = aRe fkj(njk 
When the variation aA Ka lies in the direction of steepest descent 
then, from (11.3-3) and (11.3-4) 
-VGOT ZGa - ARe fX (II.3- ) 
whence 
- Ref X. (11.3-6) 
and so
 
=i -LKe .iiG~ 
When the variation dRe {ki is sufficiently small the systerf 
(0 K0corresponding to the feedback ga _ns + 0 K) phould have an eigen­
value whose real part approximates Re j %i + RejXL . 
17 
It remains to determine suitable values for the step size A Re { X . 
It is assumed that in most cases a user of GRADGN will have little idea
 
of what comprises a suitable step size. The step size is therefore varied 
adaptively based on experience with previous iterations. The initial step 
size may either be assigned by the user or given a default value of -0.1.
 
In either case the initial step size is used as a program criterion for 
termination due to diminishing returns. Should two successive iterations 
of the program fail to improve the stability by the initial step size, 
the program is terminated. It should be noted that ?.part from its use as 
a termination control the program is quite insensitive to the initial sftp 
size, due to the rapidity of the step size adaptation. 
The adaptation control for a given iterative step is descrited by
 
Figure IT.3-1. One of two basic step size adjustments is utilized 4epending
 
on the convexity of the trajectory of the least stable eigenvalue. If the
 
trajectory is sufficiently convex then a quadratic curve is f jted to two 
points on the trajectory and the trajectory gradient at one of the points.
 
This procedure is illustrated by Figure 11.3-2. The gain vector correspondin 
to the minimum point of the quadratic curve, is computed and tested for 
stability. If the trajectory is insufficiently convex then the step 4ize 
is doubled. One or both of these procedures may be used repeatedly during 
a single iteration. Note that only one gradient vector is computed per 
iteration. 
The initiation point for the next iteration is always the most stable 
gain vector found. The starting step size for the next iteration is set 
to one half of the current improvement in the least stable eigenvalue. 
This allows the step size to be changed by several orders of the magnitude 
in either direction during a single iteration, while allowing for the
 
decreasing rate of improvement as a stability maximum is approached. 
18 
K1 , %1 ,A	X2 - from previous iteration 
G - computed from (11.2-9), (11.2-10) and (II.3-2) 
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K. = feedback gain vector at on~putation point i
 
}i= 	real part of least stable eigenvalue corresponding
 
to feedbaqk gains Ki
 
G1 = gradient vector at computation point 1
 




FIGURE 11.3-1 	Step Size Adaptation Control for the
 
Gain Initialization Program GRADGH
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FIGURE 1I.3-2 	 Step Size Adaptation in 
GRADGN by Quadratic Curve Fit 
20 
The computer program GRADGN incorporates an option for the degree 
of stability required for termination. Setting the input parameter ISTOP 
to zero instructs the program to maximize stability. Termination is then 
initiated by reaching a point of diminishing returns, as mentioned above. 
If ISTOP is set of 1 a minimum desired degree of stability, STOPR, may be 
input to the program. The program then terminates when the real part of 
the least stable eigenvalue becomes less than STOPR. 
IT,4 Example of the Use of the Gain Initialization Program GRADN 
The use of the gain initialization program GRADGN is illustrated iu 
this Section by output feedback stabilization of a seven state model of 
the Saturn V booster rocket. The model represents the rocket dynamics at 
a point occuring 80 seconds after lift-off. 
The seven states considered are
 
= measured pitch attitude angle OD 
x2 =measured pitch rate k
 
x3 aerodynamic angle of attack a 
x first bending mode deflection
 
x = first bending mode deflection rate 
x6 engine gimbal angle P 
= engine gimbal angle rate 
It is assumed that only the first two states x1 and x2 are to 
be measured. Thus only these two states are available for feedback.
 
Control is achieved via an actuator driving the engine gimbal angle at a
 
rate proportional to the actuator input.
 
The model may be represented by
 
(t) = A x(t) + b <(t) (II.4-l) 
with 
u(t) = -k 1 xIt) - k2 x2(t) (11.4-2) 
where
 
0. 1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
0. 0. .2030 -.6535 -.0020 2.558 0.
 
-.0137 1. -.0407 .0002 -.o146 -.0334 0. 
A = 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0. Q. (IT.4-3) 
0. 0. 0. -44.67 -.13 7 25).6 0.
 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 1. 









The derivation of this model is described by Cassidy. 
2 0 
The program GRADGN was used to determine the feedback gains k1 aa 
X2 corresponding to a local stability maximum of the above system. The 
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In order to verify that GRADGN did indeed attain a stability maximum, 
the eigenvalues of the system described by (11.4-1) to (11.4-4) were 
obtained for a matrix of feedback gains. The values of the real parts of 
the least stable eigenvalues were cross-plotted against the feedback gains, 
resulting in the equi-stability contours shown in Figure 11.4-2. The gain 
trajectory produced by GRADGN is superimposed on Figure 11.4-2. The 
steepest descent nature of GRADGN, and the fact that a stability mfaximum 
was achieved (within the limits of the diminishing returns termination) 
are evident from Figure 11.4-2. 
11.5 Comments on Gain Initialization
 
The digital computer program GRADGN clearly proVides a way to *prove 
the stability of a system by output feedback. As such it is @.useful 
adjunct to the output feedback optimization techniques of Cassidy and 
Levine. It must be remembered, however, that GRADGN is designed to find 
purely local stability maxima. Thus it may on occasion fail to find 
feedback gains giving sufficient stabSility for initialization of the 
optimization algorithms, even though such gains actually exist. In an 
attempt to ameliorate this problem, provision has been included in GRADGN 
for initializing its gain search at any desired location. Thus any desired 
volume of gain space may be searqhed by initializing GRADGN at a suitable 
number of discrete points, 
21
similar function to Koenigsbergsa Since GRADGN is designed to perform a 
algorithm, a comparison of the two technique's may be pertinent. Both are 
gradient techniques and both use adaptive step size variation, although 
Koenigsberg's adaptation procedure is much simpler than that used in GRADGN.
 
A major difference occurs in the computation of the gradient. Koenigsberg's
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Equi-stability contour Gain trajectory
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FIGURE TI.4-2 Demonstration of GRADGN's
 
Performance on Example Problem 
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gradient computation is based on Reddy's30 expression
 
]P (II.5-1)k Tr (conjoint [A][ 

Tr (conjoint [A] )
S ap ­
for the sensitivity of the eigenvcue )k of the matrix A to the matrix
 
parameter a . The conjoint is defined byp 











where v and w respectively are the row and column eigenvectors of the
 






k iXl j=l ij (11.5,4) 
Sp s 
i=l j=l 




Xk -j=l,- i=l i 




Inspection of (11.5-5) shows it to be the same as
 
Ilk tr [WV = ,p (II.,5-6) 
a1 trIW
 
Now the determination of a column eigenvector of a matrix may be 
Van Ness'2 9 
achieved by the computation of only one column of the conjoint. 

EIGVEC, used for eigenvector computation in GRADGN, givep both row and 
column eigenvectors with about the same computational effort as is requi;qd 
for only a column eigenvector. Thus (11.5-6) is computationally mpre 
efficient than (11.5-1). However (11.5-6) is simply (11.5-3) with each 
vector inner product replaced by the trace of a vector outer product, so 





THE FINITE TIME INTERVAL PROBLEM 
III.1 Introduction
 
In this Chapter we are concerned with the determination of the
 
optimal time invariant output feedback controller for the system 
k(t) = A x(t) + 3 u(t) (In.1-i) 
where x(t) is a NS vector
 
u(t) is a NC vector
 
with the cost functional
 
T 
fT() + dTi 2ST (T) F x(T) + (V Qx(tr) UJ(tr) (TTT.1r2) 
0 
where T is a fixed finite time and F, Q, R are suitably positive 
(semi) definite. Thus we require 
_u(t) -T x(t). (111,1-3)
 
and constrain K to be of the form
 
NC 
K = [JF } NS (II.-h) 
Two items set this problem apart from the norma% linear-quadratiq
 
state regulator problem. These are the requirement for output feedback
 
control and the requirement for the time-invariant feedback gains. It is
 
remarkable that each of these requirements has been individually satisfied
 
Levine1 9
 by different investigators, but by the use of similar techniques. 

36 
used the Initial State Averaging (I.S.A.) technique to determine the
 
optimal time-variable output feedback controller for the system (III.1-1)
 
with the cost functional (111.1-2). On the other hand Kleinman, Fyrtmann 
and Athans 2 5 used I.S.A. to determine the optimal time-invariant allstate 








111.2 Theory of the Initial State Averaging Technique
 
The solution to the problem posed by (III.1-1) to (II4,3) is
 
underdefined in the sense that the optimal controller is a function of the
 
undefined initial condition x(O). In general each different initial
 
condition requires a different set of feedback gains. Since no single
 
controller can minimize the cost funct4onal for all initial conditions
 
it seems wise to seek that controller which minimizes the expected value 
of the cost functional. This is the rationale behind I.S.A. 
From (111.1 1) and (111.1-3) we see that 
X~)= _x(t) (III.2rl) 
where 
A [A - ] (11172-1)
 
Thus for a given initial condition x(O) 
X(t) = 0(t) O) (111.2.-3) 
where 0(t) is the state transition matrix of A and is 4efined by
 
0(t) =l Om()(I1?F 
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$(0) = r (111.2-5) 
Since we are dealing only with linear time-invariant systems we have1 
f(t) =exp [it] (111.2-6) 
Repeating (iii.1-2) 
T 
J = xT(T) F x(T) + fxT(Z) x(r) + uT(Z) R u(z-) d2 (111.2-7) 
0 
Using (111.1-3) reduces this to
 
T 





5 () T OT(T) F O(T) -x(o)+ fxTo) OT(rC) [+ KPK'J 
f0 
0(C) x(o) d (111.2-9) 






which may be rewritten as
 










E[J] = E [xT(o) P x (0)] (111,2-13) 
i.e., 
E[J] = E Z Z x1(o) Pijxj 0 (111.2-14)­
i j=l 
Now consider the xi(O), i = 1, ..., N to be random variable whose
 
distributils are dependent on the distribution of the initial conditions
 
in state space. Then E[J] is given by (111.2-14) as the expected value
 
of a finite sum of random variables. But the expected value of a finite
 









EHJ]= Z Z E[P.. x(0) x.i(o)] (111..2-16) 
i=l j=1_
 
It is clear from (III.2-12) that the P.. in (111.2-16) 4o not dejend on
1j
 




E[J] = Z Z Po E[x() (o) ] 1.2-1-0 
i=l j=l 
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Suppose now that each of the xi(0) has zero mean and that we can estimate
 
the covariance matrix V of the initial conditions in state space, i.e., 
Vii = E[Xi(0) x.(0)3 (111.2-18) 




E[J]= Z Z .ij Vij (11.2-19) 
whence
 
E[J] = Tr [PV] (111.2-20) 
Now consider that the system described by (II.i-i), (111.1-3) and
 
(111.1-4) is linear. Thus superposition holds and the system response can
 
be scaled -up or down with the magnitude of the initial conditions. This
 
implies that the response of the system to an initial condition lying on
 
the surface of the unit hypersphere in state space characterizes the
 
response to any colinear initial condition state vector. Furthermore it
 
is clear from (111.1-2) that if any initial condition is ratioed by an
 
2 
amount r then the cost is ratioed by r . These two facts imply that 
the costs associated with the set of initial conditions lying on the surface 
of the unit hypersphere is state space can be used to conveniently charac­
terize the costs for all initial conditions. It is shown below that with
 
little loss of generality attention may be confined to a uniform distribution 
of the initial conditions on the surface of the unit hypersphere.
 
Suppose that the covariance matrix V is non-singular with inverse
 
V- 1 V- 1  
- . Suppose also that the square root of exists, and let it be 
denoted by V-1/2. Consider the description of the system (111.2-1) in 




Z(t) = (NS) 1/2 V-1/2 x(t) (111.2-21) 
Then (111.2-1) becomes 
('s1/2 1Z/2 A 1/ V1/2 
(NS)/ 
-(t) = 2(NS)1/2 / y(t) (111.2-22) 
i.e., 
} -V(t)-1/2 . v1/2 y(t) (111.2-23) 
which is similar in form to (II.2-1). 
Also we find that 
E[X(o) T(0 = E[/2Nl / ) 212 X(o) ( -f/2v-/21 (111.2-24) 
Thus 
E[(o) yT(o)] (s- E Z ] xq()[V1/2]] 
(111.2,25) 

















1 I V-1/l/ 	 (111.2-28) 
(111.2-29)
Nis [I] ii 

where 	I is the identity matrix of order NS.
 
Thus the covariance matrix of the initial state vector y(0) , 
compatible with a uniform distribution of the y(O) vector on the surface 
of the unit hypersphere. Since such a distribution is conVeni4nt and since 
we can, within the limitations of the non-stringent assumptions made above, 
transform our initial state vector so that it is compatible with this 




Thus, from (111.2-20) we see that
 
E ,] L tr [](1.-1 
and our I.S.A. optimal control is that which minimizes tr where 
P is given by (111.2-12).
 
111.3 	 The Initial State Averaging Algorithm 
The objective of the I.S.A. algorithm is to determine that gain 
matrix K which minimizes the average cost of control as given by (111.2-,31) 
under the constraint that K must -beof the form given by (iii.i-4). 
Thus we 	wish to minimize the gain function GF given by
 
T 
GF = tr [0(T)F O(T) + 	 [Q+ IRiJ] r) ] (111--) 
NII 
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t [A]= tr [BA] (ITI.3-,2)
 
Using (111.3-2) and the fact that the integral of a matrix is the matrix
 
of the integrals of the elements reduces (111.3-1) to 
T 
KRKT )  
(T)Gtr [FFT-0NS (T) + (Q+ Or)0T(I)dt I (111.3-3) f0 
Since the variable elements of the gain matrix K are unconstrained the
 
necessary conditions for K to minimize GF ax given by 





- 1, .. NC
 
Expanding (iII.3-4) g~ves the necessary conditions as
 
OT T rK ) KT
 
tr [F 0kj + 4 k. 






[Q+KBKJ2 f 0 O + I 
where the arguments of the 0 functions have been dropped for clarity.
 
Now for any matrices A and B 




tr IA + B] = tr [ + tr [B] (111.3-7) 
Thus in (111.3-5)
 





Ij:j:j by (111.3-7)Ni J
 
= tr[F 0 OT] +tr [AI 0 T F] 
by (ITI.3-6)
 








tr tr-K__KT K + KR KT T 0 OT dI = tr L i---0 T OT- ij 0 









1k.. k jKPT] f k. . 
0 13ij j 0 :Lj 
(111.3-10) 




where the NF x NC matrix W has its elements defined by
 
t7.wi= tr F $ kijT + [Q+ KT] kos 
+KT § f1 C(1--2 
Equations (111.3-11) and (111.3-12) represent a set of NF x NC 
simultaneous equations in the NF x NC variable elements of the gain matrix 
- K. Solution of these equations gives candidates for the otpimal controller. 
The solution is performed by Newton-Raphson iteration. 
Consider the rearrangement of W into an NF x NO vector W 
by column ordering 
i.e., wi = (F(j-)+i) 




Kj = NF(j-i)+i (111.3-14) 
Suppose that aK(n)t is the gain vector at the nth  iteration of
 
the Newton-Raphson procedure, and that aW(n)a is the corresponding
 
vector of necessary conditions. The Newton-Raphson technique computes 




"K(n+l)" = K(h)" - [V(n)] -' "W(n) 0 (111.3-15)
 
where V(n) is the (1F x NC) x (NF x NC) gradient matrix given by
 
V~n) a W(n)"a i 
= C±ij (111.3-16) 
and g is a convergence factor
 
It can be seen from (111.3-13) and (111,3-14) that computation of
 
V(n) is equivalent to computation of Wg h  for g = i, ... , NF, 
pq
h 1, ... , NC; p = 1, ... , NF; q - 1, ... , NC. From (111.3-12) we 
have 
trFk 0= TP L [ lk pq k ghk kg jq. 
T 





 I + 0 0 k gT 
0 kT T k k k 
_+ K [IKT fE T d +---'---T T f d 
L a pq kpqJJf ck hkpq gh 00 
h 0 + K 











Also, by (111.3-6) and (1113.-2)
 
tr KR !L-- 0 OTg dkg = - R K T h ­
0 10 P
T TT 








= t [ F "_ __ T 
LL pg gh p Ik Tk 
T,gh p g 
T
 
_ k T f k I k 
+ kpM +q'A






4 K fjK _ OT + 0K KT f 0T 






From (111.3-3), (111.3-12) and (111.3-20) it can be seen that com­
putation of the cost GF, the necessary conditions vector aW and the
 
gradient matrix V for a given matrix K is dependent on the computation
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of a number of functions of the state transition matrix 0(t). Basic to 
is and 2OMevaluation of these functions evaluation of'(t) k kpq 
 kpq) 	 gh
for 	 p=l,...,NF; q=l, ... AWC; g=1,...,NF; h=l,...,IC. 
Consider the state transition matrix R(t) corresponding to a gain 
matrix R given by 
K=I%+-- S k + k 	 (111.3-21) 
where S k q and kgh are small. By (II.2-4) 0(t) can be computed 
as the solution to 
=d K(M [A- BK T - B( LT kpq + "T 0gh(t) (III.3-22) 
at 0 "i pq P g gh j 
with 
0(O) 	= (111.3-23) 
Thus 
d OR5t) T ~S KT 5








OA(t) = excP[A-BKOT t] fJexp[[A-BKOT'] (t-r)] B 
K 0 
sk g iS±K	k + -KT- O() dz (111.3-25) 
Ckri gh j 
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We now substitute the function described by (111.3-25) for O( ) 
in (111.3-25). This is similar to the method for computation of the matizant 
given in DeRusso, Roy and Close , and results in 
1~5t)OK(t)-) Bg 

0 atTKT KT kgh] 




where Ko(t) is the state transition matrix corresponding to the gain 
matrix KO. Thus, to second order in k and £kgh) 
t 
f OKo(t- ) B SKT KT 
0 0K l pq ck ghj0 

fKOk-s) + K k d 
[OOKOtk q pq XAgh gh OK0(s j 
(ITI.3-27) 
Expansion of (111.3-27) gives 
L tt) B T C) 
KM fOK0(-r BjZk~ 0K0 pg.[7 
t T 
0~ 034'> kgh 0 Ir 
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tr 
s d q0+ff[+ 0o(t-Z) B Kkpqf JKJZS)0K(:s B N X Pq OK0O S ss a$ £2 k 
OKKT K1( 
+Kjt-t) B Kkgr-) Bh K(S) ds Al £kgI 
7-I-9k T-a) (S)BO~-K k 
O g %gh , q g 
K0giving 
0 (K -4)B f0K B, ~k KP 
(L (t) B Z-s) B ( at 6i 
0 0 ghhg 0 
(11.3-28) 
now consider that o (t) can be expanded in a Tayes r's peries about
 
K0 giving 
0 (t) = 0" (t) + SQ(t£ k g(tI11%o M pg 0MC, gh K0 
+ tj2 - 2 -,2 0(t) k2!Lakpq2 IK0 Okpqagh I Skp gh 
2 I2
 
Skgh2 j1 ghi~ 
+ terms of' higher order (111.3-29) 
Comparison of' (111.3-28) and (111.3-29) gives 
50 
41(t f (t-tC) B 6k 0K () at- (TT.3-30) 
K 0 03 
and 
2OMt 
 SKT jo T k T (s)a sk __ __k k f OKo(t-) B - K 
p hK 0 0CI 0 gh 0
 
t r 
KC(t- B k-- o-s) Z k K() aK 
(111.3-31) 
The result given by (TI.3-30) agrees with a similar expressipn 
presented by Levine and Athans31 for the semi-infinite time interval problem. 
We note from (111.3-30) and (111.3-31) that 
2 T _ _ _____ _ T_
20(t) tfo(t-) B K 0(t) I +tl M kpq kgh Kf 
~k ~k = I Akpq A kgl gh Akpq­
(111.3-32) 
The functions of the state transition matrix to be evaluated are
 
now seen to be given by
 
T 
0 _M _ - O(T) f O() IK BT OT(T-) ax (:I.s-3,3) 
ST 0 pq 
T T 
0 f O(T-T) B 'KT atf 0 T 'K BToT(Ts)ds 





h -0(T) d rK) ) 
pi. gh T 0 pq~g PkJ 
(1i.3-35) 
T T It" 
f f 0(C) 7T( 5 ) bK BT 0 T(-s) ds d (111.3-36) 
0 pq 0 0 p 
T T "r 
a k1 ~k fj~ j(z-V) BgK 0(V) dV
 










2[ rT 0 ,) T'r (s) 4k kf ( s) .asEasaT 
0_ L0 k -q gh Sk , dE-;jm'J Oa It, f[(tT-gs p JBt f pg.,pg gh 
(IiI.3-38)
 
Consider (111.3-33) as being representative of (111.3-33) through
 




0(t) = M exp [A t] - 1 (111.3-39) 
where M is the modal matrix of eigenvectors of
 
A is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of A 




0 T T 
=- MAT - 1 f [ 4] AT MT ;K T [-i] (T-M [gT Je e B L '-J0 
a k p q0 T A pci( I11. 3- 4 ) 
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Now c% is simply an NS x NC matrix having a 1.0 in it pq position 
and zeros elsewhere, Thus the ij element of kj is given by 
Pq T 
NS Xn T - I - IT M
M.] e 1 f l e 3 M B 
pq TIi ni 2 f Pn3 -4q 
L ~jij 'n2'n'3 101 
=14, n5 
M_1 Xn5(T.-T) 
M- e 5 M. dt (III.3-41)n5n4 Jn5
 
where X is the 1Ith eigenvalue of A.
 
Performing the integration yields
 
[ k TI I = NS min, M-141 M-n 2 14 B M M. 
12 32 n3 n4c 5T 4 " 5 
n 4,n 5 =l 
(X 1 \n)(Xnl+Xn3) T (XmnlIkn 5 )T(k!k5T iff e m -en
 
iff T e. 
 + (111-3-42)
 
n5= 3 n50 3 kn3 -'kn5
 
Thus (111.3-33) can be evaluated in terms of the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of A. Equations (IIi.3-34) through (111.3-38) can be similarly 
evaluated. The terms can then be combined by (111.3-3), (111.3-12) and 
(111.3-20) to give the average cost GF, the necessary conditions vector 
W1 and the gradient matrix V respectively. 
The only other item required for application of the Newton-Raphson 
iteration technique described by (111.3-15) is a value for the convergence
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factor pi. Determination of a suitable value of the convergence factor
 
is described in Section 1II.4.
 
111.4 Mechanization of the Initial State Averaging Algorithm
 
The algorithm described above for computation of optimal constant 
output feedback gains has been mechanized in the digital computer program 
ISAFT. The program was written in Fortran IV for an IBM 360/50 computer. 
A listing is given in Appendix II. The program comprises a MAIN and 
several subprograms. The functions of the major subprograms are described 
briefly below. 
MAIN: performs most input-output functions and acts as the controller
 
for the other subprograms. The MAIN subprogram also computes a suitable
 
value for the Newton-Raphson convergence factor p (see (111.3-15) and
 
controls program termination. The operation is illustrated by the data
 
flowchart given in Figure 111.4-1.
 
Computation of the convergence factor a is performed adaptively.
 
A trial step is made with L set to 1.0. The value of the gain function
 
GF for the new gains is compared with its former value. If a decrease
 
has occurred the program proceeds to the next iteration. Otherwise the
 
value of g is halved. This process is repeated up to five times. If
 
no improvement in the gain function has resulted by the fifth cycle, i.e., 
a = 2-5. the program is terminated due to poor convergence. 
Assuming no termination due -to poor convergence, nomal program 
termination will occur when the feedback gains approach their final values. 
The criterion for this termination is that the proportional change in 
each individual gain during a single iteration should be less than an
 
amount GNSTOP. The parameter GNSTOP is input by the user.
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ata input: problem dimensions, program controls, 
stem matrix A, control matrix B, cost matrices 
Q, and R, and otimization intervsl T 
YES
Is IGAINS > O 
Initial feedback gains Data input: initial guess at 
matrix K - 0 [optimal feedback gains matrix K 
=A - KB 
ubroutine STRAM: 	 computes eigenvalues and eigenvectors
 
f I for determination of the state transition matrix.
 
ails subroutines VECT JISBG ATEIGT MSQ and ETOVEC.
 
SSubroutine FEFN: 	 generates required functions of
 
the st~te transition matrix ('ns.- (' .- -(%3.8)) 
Subroutine GRADIT: Subroutine NESCON: Subroutine GAINFl
 
computes gradient matrix V1 computes necessary computes gain
 




cone E ubroutine NF]iTT: gain matrix K 
comput s e 
Se 	 =.zt W'2-
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Terminate programn 	 due I Are percentage changes in NO 
Flo poor convergence "Iall feedback gains =GNSTOP
 
•" 	 @IYEC 
[Problem solved- te;mlnatl 
FIGURE nII.4-i 	 Data Flowchart for Digital Computer 
Program ISAFT 
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STRAM: computes the eigenvalues and the model matrix of the matrix 
AA. The subprograms VECT, HSBG and ATEIG are used in the eigenvalue 
determination. The subprograms MSQ and EIGVEC are used to determine the 
model matrix and its inverse. 
FEFN: computes the functions of the state transition matrix 
described by (111.3-33) through (iii.3-38). 
GAINFN: computes the value of the gain function GF at the 
beginning of each iteration - see (111.3-3). 
aNESCON: computes the necessary conditions vector - see 
(111.3-12). 
GRADNT: computes the gradient matrix V - see (III.3r20)..
 
INVERT: inverts the gradient matrix
 




GAIN2: computes the value of the gain function GF at the end of 
each iteration for use in the determination of a suitable convergence
 
factor i - see (111.3-15).
 
111.5 Examples of the Use of the Optimization Program ISAFT
 
Three examples are given to illustrate the use of the digital
 
computer program ISAFT. In keeping with the expository nature of this
 
Chapter the examples are all short and are designed to illustrate different
 
aspects of the computations. 
Example 1 
This example considered the case where all system states were 




and the cost functional was
 
J =_xT(1) X(l) +) _](T) + o.1 u2(r) dr (111.5-2)
 
1 0 
The control was constrained to be of the form 
u(t) = -k1 xl(t) - k2x2(t) (111.5-3)
 
It was assumed that there was no prior knowledge about the system, 
and the initial feedback gains were set to the default value of zero. The
 
computer print out is given in Figure 111.5-1, The optimal feedback gains
 
were computed to be
 
k = 2.30 (111.5-4) 
k2 3.42 (II.5-5) 
To verify that the values given by (111.5-4) and (111.5-5) were
 
indeed optimal the results were checked by independent means, A matrix of 
feedback gains in the vicinity of the solution gains was chosen. At each
 
set of gains the system described by (III.5-1) and (111.5-3) was simulated 
over the optimization time interval, starting from a number of different
 
initial conditions, and the costs were computed numerically using (111.5-2). 
The average cost was then computed for each set of feedback gains. The 
initial conditions were chosen to be equally spaced around the unit circle 
in state space. Such an independent check will hereafter be referred to 
as an I.C. Cross-plotting the I.C. data resulted in the equal-cost contours
 
shown in Figure 111.5-2. The gain trajectory produced by ISAFT is superimposed 
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on Figure 111.5-2. It is apparent that ISAFT determined feedback gains 
giving a minimum average cost. 
To provide a comparison for the results produced by ISAFT, the 
problem defined by (III.5-1) and (111.5-2) was solved for the optimal time 
varying feedback gains by the normal procedure of Ricatti matrix backwards 
integration.2 The resulting feedback gains are compared in Figure 111.5-3. 
with those produced by ISAFT. The average cost for the optimal time 
varying gains was computed by numerical integration from a number of initial 
conditions. The average cost for the time-varying gains -was 1.030 compared 
with 1.077 for the time invariant gains. 
Example 2
 
This example used the same system equations and cost functional as 
Example 1 - see (111.5-1) and (111.5-2) respectively. The feedback structure 
however, was constnzined to feedback of only the first state i.e.,
 
u(t) = - k1 xl(t) (111.5-6)
 
A rather inaccurate guess at the optimal feedback gain resulted in 
the computer print out given in Figure III.5-4. The use of the convergence 
factor is evident. 
Figure I.5-5 compares the results given by ISAFT 'With those 
determined by an I.C. It is again clear that ISAFT determined a feedback 
gain giving a minimum average cost. 
The minitum average cost for the single time-invariant feedback was 
1.219 compared with 1.077 for allstate time invariant feedback and 1.030
 
for allstate time varying feedback.
 
Example 3 
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on the computations. The system equations were 
1o 1 V tl r 01 
&2(t)1 = 0 1 Lat)j+ 00 

3 6 7 0 x3(t) I 
with the cost functional
 
J~~) ~3 fT 010+~u~a 
0 2 +f 0 (C)+ 2._() _gT(0) 2 u (Z) dT 
(I1.5-8) 
It was assumed that only the first state was available for feedback so that 
u(t) = - k1 xj(t) (111.5-9) 
The computer print-out for a starting gain of zero is given in Figure 
111.5-6 and is compared with an P.C. in Figure 111.5-7. There is an 
offset in Figure 111.5-7 between the average costs produced by ISAT and 
those produced by the I.C. This is due to the difficulty in approximating 
a uniform distribution on the surface of a sphere by a finite number of 
discrete points. (This difficulty increases rapidly with the order of 
the system). It is nevertheless clear that ISAFT achieved a minimum
 
average cost. 
IL1.6 Comments on the Finite Time Problem
 
The objective of the I.S.A. approach is to determine the feedback 
gains giving the minimum value of the gain function GF, which is the 
expected value of the cost functional. The I.S.A. algorithm presented in 
Section 111.3, however, is designed only to determine feedback gains 
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satisfying certain necessary conditions. The necessary conditions are
 
that the partial derivatives of the gain function with respect to each 
feedback gain should be zero. These necessary conditions may be satisfied
 
by local maxima, minima or points of inflection. With a multidimensional 
problem points of inflection seldom occur in practice. The convergence
 
factor V built into the digital computer program ISAFT prevents con­
vergence to a local maximum. There still remains the problem of convergence
 
to a local rather than a global minimum. No solution to this problem was 
found. It is felt, however, that it should be feasible to guaxantee the 
existence of a single (global) minimum for suitable system and cost matrices, 
and useful work could be done in this area. 
The digital computer program ISAFT computes the various required
 
functions of the state transition matrix (see (111.3-33)) through (111.3-38))
 
analytically. It was felt that this best illustrated the procedure. For
 
high order systems however, it should be more economical to evaluate the
 
state transition matrix at a number of discrete time instants and then 




SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This report has considered the determination of optimal time-invariant
 
output-feedback controllers for linear dynamic systems with quadratic cost 
functionals. The need for such controllers in practical engineering was 




It was determined that deficiencies existed in two areas. For the 
case where optimization was to take place over the semi-infinite tire
 
interval Levine1 9 and Cassidy2 0 had each derived a suitable computational 
algorithm. Both algorithms, however, required initialization by suitably 
stabilizing feedback gains and neither author gave a method for determination 
of such gains. For the case of optimization over a finite time interval, 
no satisfactory existing techniques were uncovered. 
The problem of the determination of stabilizing feedback gains was 
approached via a gradient technique. The technique evolved from an 
eigenvalue sensitivity relationship given in Fadeev and Fadeeva 27 . It was 
mechanized in the digital computer program GRADGN (Appendix 1) and provides 
a practical method for determination of local stability maxima in feedback 
gain space. It is felt that this gradient technique should complement the 
existing optimization algorithms for the semi-infinite time interval problem. 
A new technique was derived for the finite time interval problem. The 
technique is based on the Initial State Averaging concept, previously used
 
for somewhat different problems by Levine end by Kleinman, Fortmann, and 
Athans 2 5 . A computational algorithm was derived and is incorporated in the 
digital computer program ISAFT (Appendix II). The algorithm satisfies a 
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set of necessary conditions by Newton-Raphson iteration, using their 
gradient with respect to the feedback gains. This is equivalent to 
minizization of the expected value of the cost functional by the method 
of second variations.
 
The contributions made by this report should aid in the search for 
practical optimal controllers. 
Several outstanding problems remain. Foremost among these is the 
question of the sufficiency of the solutions obtained by the optimization 
technique described above. The .technique was designed to determine local 
minima of the expected value of the cost functional. An examination of 
the convexity of this quantity in feedback gain space might uncover
 
conditions ensuring a single (global) minimum. The gain initialization
 
technique is similarly local and would also benefit by extension to a 
global technique. 
The computational methods used in the digital computer program ISAFT 
were designed to illustrate the theory. They are satisfactory for low
 
order systems, but not for high order systems. It is felt that relatively 
simple modifications to ISAFT should eliminate this deficiency. 
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This Appendix comprises a listing of the gain initialization digital 
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TOP -PROGRAM LIY. .. 










--­ ,-..- . . - -
34 WRITE (3,13) NSNCNFIGAINSIDELRISTJP 
C 
C Q.LRCO, RCLS STABILITY LF&CEAS.E, ICREMWaT. 
C 
35 IF (CIDELR) 12'j,129,110 
36 Ilb READ (1.3)) OR -
37 GO TO 130 




WRITE (3,36) u6LR 
C 
C STOPR CONTROLS STABILITY REQUIRED FU4RR R,_ I..IAII. . 
C 
41 IF (ISTOP) 150,150,140 
42 140 READ (1;301 STOPR 
43 Gn Tn 16) 
44 150 $TJPR=-I1)E6 
45 bu WRITF (3,37) r .OPA 
46' DO 170 I=I.NS 
47 . 00 170 J=I.NC 
48 170 
C 
K(I.J)0. -__ ...... 
C SYSTEM DATA MATRICES ARE READ IN RY ROWS 
C &MAT IS SYSTLM MATRIX 
C BMAT IS CONTROL MATRIX 
C 







52 READ (1,3-)3 BMAT(I.JhJ=.j J ,NS) .... 
53 WRITE (3.45) 
54 WRITE (3,20) ((BMAT(I,J),J1I,NC),I=1,NS) 
C INITIALIZATION OF GAIN MATRIX I' 
C 
55 IF (IGAINS) li9.l9A3.8I 
56 180 READ (1,30) t(K(IJI,J I,NC),I=1,NF) 
57 190 KOUNTWI 
58 ROTT=.o. 
C 
C SUBROUTINE STAB COMPUTES THE SYSTEM STABILITY 
C 
59 195 CALL STAB(NS,NCNF,K) 
60 198 IF(RR(1)-STOPR) 999,200.200 
61 200 KDUNT=-KUNT+I 
62 IF (KOUNT-IJ) 21,21(,lly) 
C 
C GAIN SEARCH PROCEEDS ALONG A NEW Q E ... 
C 
63 210 ROOTR=RR(1) 
64 ROOTT=Rl(1 
_. . . . 
65 WRITE (3,51) 








70 WRITE (3,86) KI
 









C SWI = J FOR'A.4 EXACT EIGENVALUE AND NO RCUiD-OFF ERROR
 
C ITER = NUMBER -OF ITERATIONS USED TO FINO EIGENVECTORS.
 
C IF TfLERANC IS NOT ACHIRVPD. PROGRAM A tPPTS VA' IMS ALJ4E&. 19_
 
C DIF = LARGEST CHANGE IN ANY EIGENVcCTUR COMPONENT AT FINAL TER.
 
0 
. . I.TF (3.6Q)
 






77 WRITE (3,20) (VR(t),VI(I),XR(I),XI(II,I=1,NS)­









.L.. - 240 VFCMGI=VFCMGT+VRIM.XIiI|+VTITIlXRITI
83 VECmGS=VECMGR*VECMG$+y:CMG *VECMGI 
84 DO 253 I=1,NS 
65 vR.1(I)=(VR(r)VCMGR4VT(rI.VFrMGT)/VrrMcS 
86 250 VIN(I)=(VI()*VECMGR-VR(I)*VECMGI)/VECMGS 
C
 




87 DO 3C3 J=1,IF
 












94 30 GRAD(J.UIGRAu|(J.L) XR(J) GRAOI(J.t)*XfBII
 
95 WRITE (3,80) 
96 WRITE (3,20) 
97 WRITE (3.88) 
9b 6RSO= . 
99 DO 320 I=I,NF 




101 32U GRDSQ=GRDSQ+GRADI.J)*GRAD(IJ) ­
102 DELKL=-DELR/GR0SQ. 
_03 - [O 340 I=i.NF 
104 00 34C J=I,NC 
95 
15J5 G{(1 J)hK( I,J) 
1Z'6 340 K(i,J)=GI,J)rDELlGRA)(I,J 
1i7 Pph F1= I3. _ ... . --.... . .. . 
108 CALL STAB(NS,NC,NF,K) 
109 IF CRR(1)-STOPR) 999,390,393 
I10 390 RCOTj!RR. . . . 
Ili KOUTI=l 
112 iOUIT2=1 
113 IF (ROTZ-ROII) 49.41J.6j. 
114 40J IF(CROOTI-ROOT2)/DELR-.95) 420,421,5:)) 
115 420 DELK2=.5*DELR.DELKI/(ROOT2-ROOTIDELR) 
116 WRITE (3,92t. ..... 
117 DO 44L 11=,NF 




CALL STA8(NS,NCNF,K) W_LtU_  
121 IF(RR(1)-STOPR) 999,999,460 
122 460 ROOT3RI " ... ..... 
123 IF(ROOT3-RCOT) 47:,,471,48C) 
124 470 IF(KOUNT-2) 415,475,472 
125 472 IF(RTEST-RCOTJI-LFLRI) 120u,.475475 ... - - ... 
126 475 DELR=.5(ROOTL-RODT3) 
.127 GO TO 200 
128 480 IF(KOUNL-.2 tA52-B..B­
129 482 IF(RTEST-RCO2-DELRI) 483,485,485 
L3d 483 DO 484 I=1,NF 
131 DO 484 J=INC 
L32 484 KtI,J)=G(I,J)+DELKI*GRAD(I,J) 
133 WRITE (3,93) 
134. CALL STAB(NS$. , Fp A)tlJ 





138 DO 490 f=1,NF -
"39 - DO 490 J=I.NC 
140 490 KU.J)G(.f)+DELK.GRA(I.L............. ... 
-L41 GO TO 195 
142 50 DELK2=2..DELKi 
[43 KOUNTL=KUNT+l .... 
144 IFIKOUNTI-11) 505.505,5a2 
145 5&Z DELR=.5*(ROOTI-ROT2I 
146 WRITE (3.87) 
147 GO TO 2JO 
148 505 WRITE (3,9)) 
149 DO 510 I=INF 
L50, - DO 510 J1,NC 
,151 
152 
- E510 KfI,J)=G(I,J)+DEL(2*GRAD(IJI) 
CALL STAB(NS.NCNF.K) 
153 IF(RR(1)-STOPK) 9C9,999,52!) 
154 520 RnOT3=RRIU) 
155 IF (RUUT3-RO0[2) 53:.53350J 
156 530 ROOT2=ROOT3 
57 " DELKI=DELK2 
J5 0 - - GO TO 400 
159 580 IF(KOUNT-2) 585,585,582 
96 
16 582 IF(RTEST-ROOT-DELRI) 583,585,585
 
161 583 On 584 In1,NF
 













169 DO 590 I=l,NF
 
17D DO 590 J lNC
 
'71 590 E*JtI+DELKI
K(I. J)=GI.3 KLGRAII.J) 
172 GO TO 195 
173 6JU KOUNTz=Kt)UNT2.1 
_-_j74 IF(KOUNT2-6) oJ5.695.1111 ...... . ... 
175 b05 DELK2s.5.DELR*DELK1/(ROOT2-RO0TI+DELR) 
176 WRITE (3.92) 
.177 00 620 I=4,NF 

















187 GO TO 600
 
18 680 IF(KOUNT-2) 685,685,682
 
.. 189 682 - IF(RTEST-ROOT3-ELRI) 1200.685.6R5 
19, 685. DFLR=.5-(ROOT,-RCOT3) 
191 GO TO 2:0 
192j 999 WRITE (3,B4)
 
193 GO TO 2000
 
194 1100 WRITE (3,82)

Cfl 200.3rn TO 


















204 10 FORMAT (//T3,'GAIN MATRIX K')
 
205 20 FORMAT (4F18.7 ­
2..6 3r FORMAT (//TZ ,ROOTS'.5X,'R!AL PART-,L1X,'IMAG. PART')
 
2'7 4v FPRMAT (2E2),o)
 




21D WRITE (3,2-0 ((K(I,JI,J 1,NC),I=1.NF)
 211 . ... jMT( ,Pj[ .. . . . . .. ... .. .. . 
212 CALL VECTINS) 
213 CALL HSRG(S,AAAAIA)
 














22. SUBRUUTINE AMtiT(NSINCIK) 
C 





1 RR(304)R.3OLIAAf3O) .. 
222 REAL K(3,1,3)) 
223 DO ICOU I=1,S 
224 On 1OP j=i .. . .. . 
225 AHAT(T,J)AAMAT(1,J) 
226 00 100 L=IdNC 





23, s'J8-iourTar vEi.r(.\S3 
C 
C -. fryv EiRTSAH41A .UFILC :5aQSCRXJT 1-OAM APAA --
C­
231 COMMON AMAT(3.,3U) ,BPATt33,3fl,AUAT(3O,3U)),AAAA(9O3)),ASQR(33,3,i), 
232 DO) 1 5 J=hN!S 
233 DO 1:i) t=t.NS 
231, K=(J-I3*Ns4S~l 
















240 00 100 I-I,NS
 




243 00 100 KslNS
 
244 100 ASQR(1,J),ASQR(I,J)tAHATII,K)*AHAT(K.J) 





249 SURUUTINE HS3G(N.AIA) 
C 
C - CONVERTS A TO UPPER HFPSN. jCJ RC 
C 
25ZJ DOUBLE PRECISION DABSDFLOATDSIGNDBLEDEXPDLOGDLDGIO,DATAN 
,DSINDCOS.nSORT OTANHOM(IODMAXI.DMTNI
 








































271 9. IF(PIV) 1O.32Jtl .
 






















































30a LK=K Ll 
301 S=A(LK) 
312 Lj=I.-TA 





















314 SUBROUTrNE ATt IGIM,A,RR,RI,IANA,IA)
 























.335. R=0.0 .. . ­













352- 70 IF(U) 80,75,75 
353 75 R$(NL)=L+V 
354' - RRINI=U-V 
-3382 " . GO TO 130 
59: "100 IF(TI120,11'0,11O






36o R (I I)=).)
 


















377 24o IF(ABS(A(NNI)-E3.ABS(A(NN))) 1331,13)1,25-1
 
37s 251 1F(ABS(PAN1-A(A4N2I)-ARSCA(N1N2))*E6) 124),1241,26J
 
7I_ 26U IF(A1S(P'ANP-A NNI))-A8BS1A(NN1*.F6 112 40.1241. .
 
















































40o DO 58J J=2,N2
 
437 IPI=IPI-IA-1 









413 540 IF(ABS(A(iPI)tA(IPI I+) )(ABS(AIPIP)+A(IPIP2+1)-S)+ABSIA(IPIP2+2)
 















































































































TFIPI-1168 .hJ.A5 J. 
650 00 660 1=2,PL 
IPI=IPI-IA-1 
IFIABSCA(TPII)-EPS)&Bf.hag.66n. -. . .. . 
6o00:=Q-1 
680 1I=(P-I)*TA+P 
00 1221 IP,NL. 
111=11-IA 
IIP-II+IA 
1F l-P 720.7 .2. iL . . .. -. ... . . . 
73) IPI=11+1 
IPIP=IIP+1 




GO TO 781 
7u 61=A(lIf) - - - f 
g2=A(I1IL - _____­
IF(I-N2)74),743,76c 
740 G3A(111+2)GO TO 78' ....... i 
76) G3=J.3 , 
781 CAP=SWRT(G1.Gi+G2eG2+G3G3) 
1F(CAP)8 LS .,J 
800 IF(GI)82,840,840 





ALPHA=?./(I. I+PSIIfPSII4PSI2*PSLZI . 





90J IFcI-P)92..94 ,.921 
920 AUII1)=-CAP 
GO TO 960 
940 A(ILI=)-AIII . . 
96j IJ=ll 








A{IJ+I):AUjtIzP5tI TA .. -
1FfI-NI)192ztiJ40,1u4b 
1023 A(IP2J)=A(IP2J2-PSI2*ETA

















































498 1229 11=]P+1 
494 IT=IT+i 
503 GO TO 60 






























C COMPUTES ROOT HAV ING PArX Ir't AJ'.AST
 
C 
515 COMMON AMAT(3J,30) ,MAT(30,3)vAHAT(30,30),AAAAI9O(fJASOR(301,30),
 
1 RRI3O) .RAI hI AU DIf1 
­
516 00 130 l-2,NS 
517 IF (RRC1)-RR(I,)) -5',15,1 IJ 











523 SU9ROUTINE EIGVEC(IVC, A, St W, IOW, XR, X1, VR, VIP ROOTRE," ESVI'
 
I WOOTIE, NE, NMAX, 2 SWl. COUT!L ERRTMMS ESI.
 
C SUBROUTINE T SV
 
C * 2 'FIND ''.THE TRANSPOSED EIGENVECTORS (AT V= LAMBDA V)ESYVl
 
C 3 FINpBD; 1P ,F.E1GE VECTORS. ESYll "
 




527 103=3 ".- , I I ­
52f: ROOTR ROOTRE -•ESY1!
 
529- q ROO OTIE ­
53., N 
531 MM NO= 
533 NPI N +1.1-t"" .c " SV
 
534 [VC1l1VC I.- . . ~v 
5Iv 2 = [vol- - .-,-.',, 
536 - o~ .Vt 
537. 2. 0040 v
 
538 - -.- - , - SX. -C -h *,,-,
-

39 XR( I )-O.OEO 
540 400 CONTINUE 
541 CLI = I.OE-4 "sv 




5 3 -' ZTEMP ROOTR - ROOTR ESY. 
544 - lv=-2-r~vi 
MR '-R gRA~ 
548 IF( 2)-,600, 603, 600 ESYI 
549 600'00 602"J'X 1, N. ESYI 
550 fIj%I~ . . 
553 REJ= - +tTV~llt Orv ~~ -" . - FSVI4 
554 602 B(I,J)- , AI.,J)ITEMP + W(JJ,1) ESYl 
555 GO TO 605 ESY1 
556 603 DO 04 J 1'.N 1FSY 
560 lFT2 *NE. 0) REWINO.T2 ESY1 
561 GO -TO 700 - ESY1 
562 607 [FIICI 622, 608, 642 "SYl 





6 y t t1zk0 























-. . 1. 1RO. . 
619 DO 621I WI,*N 
- 00.611 -­ lh4 







5916ZW6~~iDQ68 , W f~, 
HT - W(1#3)*RQOT1 
1 t'! 










-. 00 613 :T , :-a,... .. . .. 
616k00618 1;z 1. N 
'-. fX() '4 -wr1,2) 









621 1 L1, N 
-(.)ESY 
620-J 1. N 
r-
'6 00' 5 
(-Es 
6207,V 





C SEARCH VECTORS FOR LARGEST ELMN N OMLZ.ES? 
602 627 AM-AX =00ESY 
606 628 AMAX =TEMP 
601 12 = L 
638B 629 Co.%NU 
Vat z)IAMAX 
61tjE Y'DO 611,1 1, N- 










613 VL)= VR(I).C2 + TEMP.Cl ESY;
614 630 'VR$,L) = VR(L)*C1 - TEMP*C 
. ESY 
6StFirnflINT 
-9n- 11 an Tfl Ai,3,Y 
619 633 AMAX = 0.0 ESY'620 00 635 L. 17 N -ESYl
 
621 TE - XRfI )o.2 +- XI ft 1 .2 9cv,
 





631 636 XRA(L) =XR(L)*Cl TEMPOC2 ES I632, -.IF(COJNT'-.EQ. 1) GO TOj646 .Esy 1633 0637 LL In. N 
-- ~ ' *~ :. - .ESY{
-63i. -638 iF(C6UNT .EO.-I) GO-TO- 64*6- i-"LI-._ 





'640-, 639 I1(CUt.G'1 Go T&%82S.. W 
-q
641. 647 CUT=tUt4 .tSgV 'AT 
.642', TFR049 ~62 
FSvr
 
64W~ 641 W(Lt.ar=-'XI(LM-.- <''- *-..- E5Y4 
~ -- -.. &-b.-,--..y." 
cr4~r~t~ Vt
~64Th6a It4Ai44fyMY' 








-664O->rbl65r V- -_- C&- -. ESY3 
16 FCVI 
-68e':'&SZIFVtCCVr 680, 8k6iKff-.- t ESV7 
C676Rt IN- -A~ X ESY.FYUi-y--E 
t$ESt! 





k78'j~64 ~ ~xri&1eow 41 
,-80ttls656 -DO R65L " OT-1NGULA.ESY 





. 454 Xjj 
7- -- b~z: 
-' ES 
6at/65AiC4S0R6 -C~ v.~ 
- ' ESY' 
-686 




EMPsZz4'BS5 (XI't UPTt)t 
~ , TEMP", -





6 9 ' 26 6 O, xC 0 N Tj N UE- -, 
-­ ~r;.'-+- - - .ESY' 
-* Lk,""S' 
b.~ *-Y~ 'i'-~&~*--- -













708 CERR AMAflCERR-, ABS-(VJI(LL)- WI{LL,1)-fl. , ' %:-r ESY.
 
7O9 W{LC, I )=VI C -.. "t
 
7dI 665 Il - - -­VRILL)=W{I5.-) . 
71-1- GO TO- 638 	 - r' 
7.12 	 - 68 -r.iVr2)'-669, 1611.669 ES p
 
-7 669 DO67 L1r I Tf
 
t714 6,0 XIIL) = 0.0- --- -"-- -- - ,Y 
7"5-1 IF(IVC1) 671, 70,9.671" - ESY 
-716 671 DO 67? L-= -1. N - - -" FSv 
717"' .672 VIAL) = 0.0 - - - - ESYP 
728 70 RETURN-AtS­
7-19 673 IF(TVCZ) 674. 502. 74. FCV.
 
72) .674 D6-7S 1 -75N N - .. ESYI
I , 

721 12 = IROWIV21 " .'ESY-j
 
722 675 X11121"=XR(I .F
 
723 
 GO TO 500 	 " 
---- -. ESY 
"* _ BACK SUBSTITTIOTII1N SECTION. "- --- ," -"" .­
724 499 IF(-LVC2) 500, 502_ 500 "SY"
 
726 50 501 1 =2. M ­
727 .- - DO 501- J -1' - - . , , 'A E5Y
 
728 501 XII) = X1T1- RUI-T..I -tI - - ..-.. ,
 
729 511 IFCIVC1) 502, 5r4. 502 . . .*s . - SY.
 
730 502 Do 510a = X, N "' .. ..
T1 "1 I 	 F Y ­731 = - .-	 ESYrztv-
73Z IF IT-503,- 50S,. 503 . , .. ,- - sY 
-33>, 503 00 S04-d 1,- I-Do . ,­
734' 504 VI-I| =-VIA I)'- RUt.1*V.I - "- - ­
735 1 -IF-CC) 505, 506, 505. ESY!
 
736. 505 IFC(RIiI) 506, 507, 506 ESY
 
737 506 VTlT- ' TIt)I ,T1), "Y
 
4738 _GO 510 - ESY;
 
1,39,, ; 507 JFI.VII) t508-, -569, -08-. ".. .. .
 
.740-. 508-V114) = VyI~).v~nF4I5 - ..- e.-.
 
741 GO TO 510- - . " ESY:
 
742 . -509 VICI) = 1.0 	 ESY. 
743 510 CONTINU- }. .- -	 Y"5I1.j 	 ­{744 IJ:1~V0z.1- 52Sf, .514--------------------------- -------------- ESY; 
'T45., --, --5.14 DO 522 - --	 . .- -I-=71J-n- . ESY: 
t 74 6 - - 1 R = NP - - -I . ,, , - F 
747 IF([ - 1) 515, 57, 515 , . - -, - ESY, 
,74S 515 12 , IR + I " - - - ESY; 
- 749 DO 516 1 1 ,-N ,- - - - - ­
7-50 " 5176- X'I1I(R- - XI II - BIR,J);.XIl t- " .. :- - " . 
15 -- IFIeC)- 51t'5OW17 
1752 5T7' TFIRtTR'llRI sip 9 51R -" - - - fSY' 
! 753-''5- .XIIAR) = XItIR)-/B(IRf.R " -	 .ES Y 
O T O 5 22 52f-	 - - • EsY7.5 - .G "" - -	 I-






5-7S7- - -"-GO Tb-522. . -- - SY'
 
7f- 21. TIR '-
.' - ey
 
,-7-59 522- tONTINUE -	 - -­
--
'7Q F4~C1 55529, 525 -ESY$
 
725 005oV , 6 N. - - .
 
762 IR 1="NPI -t 1- - - .
 
74,63- 124 R +-1I -- -" ., ,
 
766 DO- 527-L = I,' ESY:
 
76- 12 - IROW(Li esy
 
.768 -.- * 52-7" VR (12) = V i ., 
-769' "' DO--528-.. ji, N sA - ESY7rim -t" 28 -VIti - VR(L). ,, -- ". . - -,., - ,--.. .- " ",7':5 
'17 vt<ESY- -'i 
C FACTOR MATRIX. - -SYX
 
772- -700 1IceC 0 ESY-> 
[-774' - DOo~ 0tL M.1775, 701 IROW(-LL,,) -LL ESY. 
776, -%DO 708, K = 1, NI . . . Y 
777 AMAX = ABS(BiK.Ky, SY­
-M XC=K+ I.-
- .. . ES ' 
=
71IF(AtMAX .GT. ABS(B(IK)I) GO 'TO 702 ""j




783 1 IMAX-"= I . , - " ' " " .. ..S¥ 
784 702 CONTINUE :..,. -... " -ESY 
-785 . " - IF( AMA-X. L7. AWl) SW X. 'E.
 
" 786 , ,-IF(AMAX, .GEi fl* D -25")GO-Tn ,- -, s.Y­
787 B(KK) =Q0ol-. - - - "- ­/788 ICe =-ICC +- 1", - "" ESY! .- t SYj
789- -',GO" TO 76s - "- - ­
790 -- 723:IFPIF4AX 4E0Y. 'K)-,GO-TO' 704 S. 
779 '0010 J J-,N
-192 : '" AMAX =-RB( K .J -'" ",t -: . ... ¢-SY. 
7-93 .... B4K,J) =-B(iMAXJl "" ESY 
794.. 703 .BIMAXJ)= A4AX -- "
.795 "; - 12, = IROW(K , . " , -")" " - " "7 F._. 
)
.796- -- IROWIKV'I,|-= IROWUEMAXI .;J':ES 
"797. -IROWIMAX .)--'12" "-- ESYJ
- ... 
-798' .7flD 707 I---. N "" .- - , FYJ 
799 IF(B(1,K)) 705, 707,, 705- -r -ES 
OU-- 705-BLI,K) - B({t'K)/S(K,K) --
- It y, 
801 - DO 706 - K tN- - " . F
 
-8Q 706 8(,) = B(4,J) - B(K,JhtB.CiK .- "',- . .4Es
 
7"? CONTI NUE" 
­ "- .-
- - .­ 584, 7D8- CONTINUI------------------------------
-
'UE .. 
805 - . . AMAX = ABS(BNN)) - ESY 
806 IF(AMAX'- I.Ot:-25) 71k24.712,373 . .. .'z- --- - Esyl
807; 712- B(NN)=0Q. 
'808- - .SWl=O.0- .. . .. - . ,-.
1809 IC ICt ..- .- -- ,, ,E 





.11 7j9 IF(ICC .LE. In) GC TIo 71,, ESY
BII IFIMPJ 1-i5 i~libt,1 51 
-4LWL T I C-U,,Aj2L4  --
615 COUNTE =0 ESY 
816 RETURN ESY 
-i17-jQ5M C-- --­WITflfl3.1)f2tA ­
1 1)llon 711LL = 1, N ESY 
) 2 = IROW (LL1,) ESY 
32 , 711 IRUW[ij.J LLESY 
821 IF(ROOTI) 6 97, 652, 607 ESY 
322 1052 FORMAT(///23H ** *-* WARNING *o*. ,* SUBROUTINE EIGVEC HAS ESY 
........ EU.LO AE IfGEMAU-EiA-I.ARARENTII4L LPL1C2 fl ------ .. ESY
 
1 14,/23X,' CONPUTATION OF EIESY
 
2GENVECTOR(SI CONTINUES AT USER S OPTION'/) ESY
323 1l1 FORMAT(38H 3N THAN 15 _VELOOPS F.R El.EC.. F.2. 
2 14H DIFFERENCE OFE12.43 ESY
 
824 102 FORMAT(16HO-**.WARNING**** , 14, 71H ZERCS ON DIAGONAL OF FACTOREDESY 
I MATRIX. CHEKLFOR NUlTIPlE ............ . SY 
21 SUBR(JUTINE cIGVEC WILL NOT PERFORM COMPUTATION FOR THIS LIGENVECESY 















C PRCOGRAM ISAFT 
C DETERVINES CPTIPAL CCtSTANT UA[ rUIPLT FEZCAC( C(J.]i. LL*VS 
C FCR FIKITE TIME STATE REGLL4TR PRCeLEPS 
C OLTPLTS kR. ASSLKI5 FC HE FIAST KF STATES 
C 
1 COMMON Pl3,1 I, 1(3,3) ,C(3).,AhAT13,3),T3K 3),(,3), 1 \f 3.3), 
I FT(,31 ,FFTIF(3,3h[Ff(3.t3,3),FLFTI(3, 3, 3), 
2 C2FT(3,3,3,3,3,3),DFFTI(3,3,3,3,3,3),f-C2FII{3,;,3, 3,2,3),
 









5 CQLBLc PRECISICN GF,GF2,TSrITESTI,GNSTCF
 
6 OCUBLE PRECISION CYAXI,DA8S
 
7 it FORMAT (4FIt.I)
 
8 11 FORMAT (4DI. 1)
 
9 15 FCI4T (71L.-)
 
10 2C FORMAT (141)
 
11 25 FORMAT ('1',T,'SIArESI,4X,'CCNT4CLS',4X,'FEEODACKS',4X,'It'AI S)
 
12 3a FORMAT (//T3,'INVERSE GRADIET fATAIX')
 
13 35 FCRMAT (//T3,'SYSTEP VATRIX A-')
 
14 40 FORMAT (I/T3,'NE CAINS')
 
15 45 FORMAT (/IT 3,'CGNTRCL vArRIX H-}
 
16 5C FORMAT (//13,'A. YAT2IX')
 
17 55 FCRMAT (I/T3,'TERYV\AL TIPE r = ,FI.7)
 
18 60 FORMAT (//T7,'GAIN TCL RANCF ACFVIVEC =',F13.7)
 
19 62 FORMAT (/IT3,'AVERAGE COST =',CZ .7)
 
20 65 FORMAT (1/13 TERMIAL CCST IATRIX FI T
 
21 7C FCRMAT (//T3,-AECLIaED STCFPING TOLERANCE =',FII.7)
 
22 75 FORMAT (//13'STATE WEIGHTING VATRIK C')
 
23 8c FCR'.AT (//T3'CCNTRGL WEIGITINC WAT IX R-)
 
24 85 FORMAT I'1','ITERATICK NUbBER',I1}) 
25 90 FORMAT (//T3,'SCLUTICK IS CCPPLET. ARCVE GAINS ART CPTIMAL') 
..26 92 FORMAT (//T3,'STEP SIZE TC LARGE. NEW AVERAGE COST VGULC FAVE :'L 
IN',DI6.7) 
27 93 FORMAT (T3,'CAIN ACJt,STNE\T1 IS hALVEC') 
28 . 5 FCRPAT III,'CO&VERGENCE TIE SLeW. PRFGRbW TiRnIUATC '
 
29 ICC READ (1,2':) NS,NC,NP,IGAINS
 
30 READ ( tIC) ((A(IJ),J=lNS1,11,NS)
 
31 RPAD (1,1;) ((8(I,J),J=I,NC),I=I,NS)
 
32 READ (1,11) 1
 
33 READ (1.1C) ((F(IJ),J=I,NS),[=I.NS)
 
34 READ (1,1iS) (( ( , ,J , S) = , }
 
35 READ (1,1') ((!,J),J=1.NChI=INC)
 












4Z WRITE (3,1:) ([BIlJ),J=1,rC).I=,ZS)
 


















52 Cr ICC) I=l,hS
 












59 CC 1225 !=1,AS
 
















68 CC 125) 1=1,NS
 






72 Cc 1250 KIfl,NC

73 AHAT( I,J)IAF-I,J)-P(I ,N1I*K(J.N1)
 
74 CC 1250 N2=1,C
 
























87 hRITE (3,85) IT
 
88 hRITE (3,4-))






92 00 1300 [,1,S
 










96 00 13C0 N2=1,NC
 
99 13 lj CFA[{IJ)=6P. IJ J +G( 1,NI)-FiLN2 )-C(J,17) 
lei CALL STRAP 
101 CALL GAIrN2HF2) 
l')2 IF(GF-GF2.GT...tC') GC fC 13P)
 




105 CC 135) i=INF
 










11L IF(IT1.LE.5) 'C TC 128"
 
112 GO TC 3CfU
 
113 138t TEST1='.Cr .
 
114 CC 2CCJ I=1,NF
 
115 CC 2CCl J=INL
 






119 GC rC 2:c:
 
12:1 14- IF(G(IJ)-Y(IJ).EC.,.:CZ) GC TC 
121 TEST1=1C.C -r-GKSTCP 
122 2000 X(1,J)-G(IJ) 
123 WRITE (3,6'- ;&STI 
124 WRITE (3,7,) GNSTCF 
125 IF(TEST-GNSTLP.GT. .'Ca) GC TU 1?bC 
126 WRITE (3,9:, 
127 WRITE (3,62) GF2 
128 GC TC 8CCC 
129 3000 WRITE (3,95) 
131 8C. CCNTINUE 







C COMPLIES TE STATE TR6NSITICN MATRIX
 
C 
135 COMMCN r(3,3),*i(3,3),RC(3iAHAT(3,3r,T,K3,3.G(3,3),,-AT(3,3), 
1 FT(3,3),FFTI(3.3),DFT(3,3,3) ,FDFTI(3,3.3.3), 
2 D2FT(3 ,3,3,3,3,3) ,DFDFTI(3,3,3,3,-3,3),FC2FTI(33,31,33.,3), ­











14U DOUBLE PRECISION AAAARRRIASQRASC2,XRXI,VRVIVRNVINWVECRGR
 
1 IVECMGI,VECPGSSWI . . . 
141 10 FORMAT (2D18.?l 





























156 CO Lic hliNS
 




























171 156 PI(KCUN T,II=CCNJG( I(KCUNTI,I)
 
17e GO TC 1':C
 
173 2;X CO 21- I=I,NS
 
















































3 Vh(H), CRa6(9,9l ,GRAU[II,9),d{3,3),F(3,3),k( i,3),NSNC,;:f 
193 CIVElSrCN D1(J,3,3,3,3,3},C2(3,3,3,3,3,3J 
L94 COMPLEX 16 Ex1(3 EX2(33 ),!Rl(3,3) A?2(3,3),C;NI1,DUV,,IJPCLV" 
1 CL?5,CLP6,OUM7 
195 CnMPLEX*16 NdI,RC 
196 CCMPLEX*16 CCrXP 
197 DOUBLE PRECISION AI-AT,T,K,G,CIIATFrFFTI,EFT,FEFTI,)2[,uFi.FTI1 
1 FC2FTI.VW,VC AL.GdACI 

















208 CC 1C3 !=1,\S
 






212 00 3C0 K1=,NF
 






216 D 3C) K3=I1,NF
 






220 3;0 FD2FTICIJKLK2,K3,K4)=. 0­
221 CC i') Nlfl,NS 
222 FT(I,J)=FT(Ij)+M(I,Nl)* I(N1,JINEXI(NI) 
223 00 lCLJ N2=diNS 
224 Or 1C! N3=1,NS





227 C 6C: KI=INF 
228 CC 6C., K2=I,NC 
229 DLM2=P{II\)*I(NI,N2).B(N2,K2)P(K,t3) 
23' IF(NI-N3) 32C,31t,32C 
231 31C CFT(IJ,K1,K2=DFT(IJ,KL,K2)-DUhJ$2*PI(N3,J)*T*EXI(td I 
232 GO TC 33C 
233 320 nFT(I,J,K1,K2)=DFTI,JK.K2)-DU?2 (.3,J)(XI(N]-EX1('))/R2(I 
13,N1) 
234 33C CO 6CO K4=1,hS 
235 CD 6CC N5=1,NS 
236 CUM3=DU*1N1 ( 3,N4).B(R4,K2) .(KI,N5)'I'( 5,N2) 
1,u2 
237 IF (N 3-N5) 35:,34Z,35; 
233 340 FCFI!( IJ, K1,K2 )=FCFTII UJKl, K2)-IP3(EYZ(N,.3)* 114 10.3 ) T-1. 
1)+1.)/CRL(Nl,N3)*R1I1N,N3)) 
239 CC IC 3Lt: 
240 350 FDFTN(I,J,K1.K2)=FCFTIHI,JK. K2)-OU'3.( (EX2(NI,hS)-1. )/fil(NI,.\)­
241 360 CO 6CC i(3c1,hI­
242 00 6C')- K4=1,NC 
244 IF(N3-N5) 4:304 
245 37C IF(Nl-N43) ?9, 380.19C 
246 
247 
380 C2FT( r,K1,K2,K3,K4)=C2rT(i,J,K1,K2,K3.K4).CUP4.T.T.Ex1(N1)/2. 
GC IC 455 
248 39C CZFT(I,J,K1,K2,K3,K4 CP2FT(IJ,K1,K2,K3,K )-(U;4-( (R2(,,3,Nil)eT-1.) 
itIEXL N3 3*EXI(tNl)(R2(N3,Nl) tR2 1N3,N~l) 
249) Cr TC 45 
25t ALA) CCNTIN4UE 
251 [F(NL-N3) 42',41.C,42' 
252 410 CZFTI I,J,KI,K2,K3,K4)=C2FT( [,J,K1,K2,K3,K4)-CIJN'4tTtEX1(N1)/R2U6,, 
ill 
253 CO TC 43C 
254 42C 02F1( I,J,K1,K,,K3,Ic4)=r2FT I,J,K1,I(2,K3,I4)-ruP4t(GXI('3)--X1(k1)) 
1/(R2lN3,N13tR4 (N5.N3)I 
255 43C [F(N1-N5) A4%,45C.44C 
256 440 o2FT(r,J,K1,K2,K3.K4)=C2FT(I,J,K1,K?,K3,K43.rur14t(EX1(\5)- -X1(N1) 
257 
1/(R2(N5,Nll)aRc(NS,N3) I 
Cfl TC 455 
258 45C C2FT( I,J,I<1,K2,K3,K4)=C2FTI I,J,KI,K2,K3,K4) +CUN41I* XI(.5I/t2(\S,-' 
13) 
259 455 CO 6!G N6 1,NS 
263 GO 6W^ NISL,KS 
261 CUMS=NI IN4dN5)*2UN5,K4)*r(K3,N6)IIU6,N1) 
262 CU'46 CUN2tPI (N3,N7)'F'(J,KA) *CUI' 
2630U72.(IN±tdC g7)(JN)*!2,3.(3K)(K,4.r5 
264 IF(NI-N3) ASO,46C,49C 
265 460 1F(N -N6) 48'),47CABC 
266 410 OFOFTIC I,J,KI,K2,K3,K4)=CFCFTE([,J,K1,K2,K3,K4).0ur6.((T-.IINI,N 
267 CC TC 52C 
268 486 CFDFTI(I,J.RltK2,K3.X4)=CFrFTI(IJ.K1,K2,k3.K4)+CUV6*C( (RI(NI,NM.­
1T-1.).EX2(N1,N6).1.l/(R1(N1,N6)*RIINI.,6))-(RICUl,N4hT-L.)tEX2l(N
 
269 GO TC 52L
 
27'9 490 IF{N4-N6) 51'8500.51C
 
271 5CC CFDFr! (I,J,R1,K21 K3,X4)=CFCFTI( I,J,KL,K2,K3,KA),OUM6.( ((A((I\3,N4)*
 
212 C-C TC 5203
 
273 510 CFDFTI II,J,K1,K2 ,K3,X4)=CFCFrI( I,J.K1,K2,K3,K4fl0IV6.(IEKZ(N3,.N6)­
214 520 IF(N4-N6) 56C,530,560
 
275 530 IFIN2-N4) 55:,54C,55C
 
276 54U FOZFT[ (1,J,K1vK2,K3,K4IzFO2FTI(IJ,K1,K2,K3,K4)+.5*CUMI.(EX2I,N2
 
1) IT-T-RI{(NI,K2 )-RI(NIN2)-2.- r-RI(NI ,N2 )+2. )-2.) (R1(1,,N2)-KI (.N] 
2,N2)'Rl(Nl,N2))
 
277 GD TC 6C
 




279 Go TC 6CG
 












284 59C IFIN2-N6) 594.592.594
 




286 GO TO 6C0
 
287 594 FD2FTII ,J,KI,K2,K3,K4)=FEC2FTII[,J,KL,K2.K3,K4)+DUT7.t(ZX2CNl,NL)­
288 6GO CCNTNIJE
 
289 CC 7C3 KI=NIF
 
290 CC 7CC K2=,1C
 
291 DC 7CC K3=1,KF
 






295 00 8C3 KI=I,NF,
 
296 DO 8'2C K2=1,NC
 
297 DO 800 K3=1.F
 






















305 COMPCN 43.3,0)N(3,3hRC(3),AHAT3,3),T,K(3,3),G43,3),cI-aT(3,3), 
1 FT(3,3),FFTI(3,3),DFT(3,3,3,3),FtFTI(3,3,3,3), 
2 D2FT(3,3,3,3,3,3),CFCFU[ (3,3,3,3,3,3),FC2FTI(3,3,3, J33, ).3 -Vk(9),vGRpC(gqq) ,RAI(9,s,e{3,3),F(3,3), I3,3) ,.S,\C, F 
3C6 COMPLEX.16 VNVRC
 








31) Co Lc' N\11dNs
 




313 DO 1O0J K3=INS 
























322 10 FORMAT (//T3,$NECESSARY CCNCITICNS VECTCR)
 




325 00 LU) I=1,NF
 






3)29 00_10 N1=iNS ­




332 0(QOACCQ N3=1,NS__. 
333 1500 Vh(IN)=VW(IN)+FChNlN2]2FT(N2,N3)*DFT(NNK3,1,J)
 
334 CO 1100 N4=1,NC
 






















2 O2FT(3,3,3.3,t33),DFDFTIU,13,3,A,331 ,FC2FTI(3,3,3,3,3 ,3),

3 ViI('1,VGRADC9,9),GRAOI9,92 ,P43,3),F(3,ibR(R3, ) ,SNC.\I 
"4Z CCMPLEX*16 ,VI,RC 
343 DOUBLE PRECISION A-AT,T, ,GCHATFTFFTI,CFTFFTIV2FTCFDFlI, 
1 FP2FTIVWVGRA&,GRACI 
344 10 FORMAT (/IT3,'GRACIEhT MATRIX') 
345 20 FORMAT (4D1.1) 
346 NFC=NF*tC 
347 CO 1103 IINF 
348 CC IICJ J;1.NC 
349 IN=NF*tJ-1)tI 
350 00 1102 K-1i0F 
351 00 lIC3 K2=1,%C 
352 [0=NP*(K2-1)*K1 
353 VGRAC(IKIC=R(JtK2)'FFTI(Kbl!) 
354 Cc IlCq NI Is 
355 CC 1^00 N2z1,NS 
356 VGRAD(IIC) VGRA(IN.IDI +C:T(N1TN2t(DF!fTI(N2?,NbKL.K2,I,J).Ft2 
LFTIN2,LKIKZ[IJ)I 
357 0 1:&c N3=.NS 
358 1000 VGRADI(I,!)oVGR C(IN.ID+F(I,N2.(DFT(h2,N3,Kl,K2)pOFT(NL,N3,IrJ 
2)+FT(N2,N3)iO2FTIfN3(1,K2tIJI) 
359 00 110" N4 1.NC 
360 11CO VGRAC(INIC)=VGRAC(IN,ID).R(K2,N4)|K(N,N4).(FEFTI(NI,KI I.J)+ 
1 FCFTI(KINIJ)) + RtJ,NA)*I(NIN4)1 
2 (FDFTI(NlI,KI,K2)+FDFI(I, 1,KI,K2)) 
361 WRITE (3,1C) 




365 SUBRCLtINE INVERI(APN) 
C 
C INVERTS A IC GIVE B 
C 
366 DIMENSION A19,91,B(9,9) 
367 CCUBLE PRECISION ABCDX 




B (I,1 ) I.("Dl:/A'( II) 
371 RETURN. 
372 iCi O lC2 11,N 
373 DO 1C2 JzI,N 
374 102 B(IJ)aOC0. 




PICK UP PIVVT ELEMENT----------........ . 
377 CO 114 K=1,N 
378 L=K 
379 IF(N-K) 112',110,104 
381 104 I=K+1 
381 CO 1'6 JJ=f,h 
382 IF(DABS(A(JJK I-DAOSA(LK) I)6,IC6O5 - . 
383 105 L=JJ 
384 IG6 CONTINUE 
385 IF(L-K) 107,110,107 
C PERFORM RO INTERC-ANGE 
386 IC7 CC 108 J=K,N 
327 C=A(KJ) -
388 A(KJ)=A(LJ) 
389 108 A(L,J)=C 
390 CC IC9 J=ltN 
391 C=B(K,J) 
392 BIK,J)=8(L,J) 
393 1(g B(L,J)=C 
C COLUMN ELIMIKAT[ N .. ..- . . . .. . 
394 
395 
11C CC 114 I=1,N 
IFK-I) 1f11,1,4,111 
396 111 C=A(I,K)/A(,K) 
397 DO 112 J=K,N 
398 112 A(I,J)=A(IJ)-CtA(K,J) 
39g A(IXK=C.CDC 
4CO O0 113 J=I.N 
4C1 113 BII,J)=B(-I,J)-C*B(K,J) .. . 
40z 114 CONTINUE 
C SOLVE FOR INVERSE 
4C3 CC 115 J=I,N -.. 
404 CC 115 1=1,N 
405 X=B(I,J)/A(I,1) 









410. 	 COMMON r(3,3hM(3,3.RC(3)A-Ar(3.33 ,T,K(3, ) ,C(3,3),'gPAr(3,3),
 




3 Vh(5).vRC(9,9,GA(9,9).IH3.33,F(3v3t,R( 3,3),NtS,IC,Nf 
411 CCMPLEX116 I',PI,RC
 
412 DOUBLE PRECISION AIAT,T,K,G,ChAT,Fr,FFrI,CFTFLFrI,f,2FT,CFOFT I,
 
1 FEZFTIVIU,VC$AC,GKAD1 
413 CC ICOO 1 1,NF­
414 CC Icon d=1,NC 
4,15 Gl1,Jh K(I,J) 
416 hN-JI+ 
41? CO'lCZ) KL=1,NF 
418 DO 1CCQ K2=1,NC 
419 ID=NF*0C2-l1tK1 





423 SUBROUTINE VECT(AHATAAAA.NS) 
C 
C CCNVERTS AHAT TO SINGLE SUaSCRIPT FORM WA 
-424 OIMENSION AHAT(3,3),AAAA192 
425 DOUBLE PRECISION AHATAAAA 
426 Do 1GO J=.JA_ ... 































438 DOUBLE PRECISION GF2
 










444 Cc iCoO I=I.NS
 






448 00 1000 N11l.NS
 
449 FT(I,J)=FT(IJ)+P{I ,N) *?I tjNJ)EXIN1)
 
450 u0 ICou N2=1,NS
 







455 D 2C0 Nl=.,NS 
456 DC 2CG3 N2=1.,S 
457 GF2=CF2+QHATNI-,N2*FFTI(N2,NI)
 




















465 DOUBLE PRECISION AtPIVTS
 




































484 80 CONTINUE -"
 
485 90 IF(PIV) 100,320,1C
 















































































526 360 RETURN 
- 527 . .END , 
- - - . . . - . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ..--- % 
528 SUBROUTINE ATEIG(P.A.R,jR,IANA*Ifl: 
- -- I-
C COMPLTES ROOTS OF UPPER HESSENBERG tA.TRJX-A 
sai'" AEfrS'ON Afg:.R (3,!vj _q
--- 13LE PRPR gmg! g 
531' DOUBLE PRECISION DABS,O0SQRT,CMHAXI. .
 
532 -. kTEGER P,PI,Q - -- ­
533 E7=1.00-8­
536 ­
537 'MAXITh3O - - ? 'I
 
538NM.- -­
539 20 N1=N-1 v
 




4546v kwt~C, , -P 
~549-' > PA'K ...... 
550 R=0.000 ­
11 Q. -1, - _ ,. 
556 NIT2ltI'r .a.-.4i. 
E45~44w MI51MmhDIRtV) 
561. - 65T=U+V' ' vr'\4562, 2 - DABS' Y67#67166"-UI 
567.:- 70 K(Ui0.57) ~ v7~~r~
 
568.~ '75" ~f :­' -+V' 
'574,. 10-0 'IFCZ-TILZ;Oi O­
579 RR(N)=A(NlNl) 
580 13G RI(N)=,.:DC 
581 RI(N1)=C.CCC 
582 RI(NI)C.v - -. 
583 GO TC 160 
584 140 RR(N)L
 
















593 240 IF(DABS(AINKN))-EI.DABS(AINNI)) 130,13CP,250
 
594 250 IFIDABS(PAN1-A(N112))-CABS(A(NN2)'E6) 1240,124'06C
 
595 260 IF(DAEStPAN-AtkNlfl-.CARS(A(NkUf).E6I 1iiCf24ciAG
 





























61$, Ga TC 5tC
 








615 CO 52; 1=1,2 
616 K=4P - I 
617 PRRH()=RRIK) 
















627 C=A(IpID).(A({ PIP)-S)+A(IPIP2) A(rIIp )4R
 
628 IF(0154C,56' ,,4­
629 54j IP(0 RS(AI[P[)'A(IPIP+I)).(UABS({IPIP)+t(IPlP2+L)-SI+CAeS(A(1P1P2
 







632 6c; QmP 
633 GO TO 680 
634 62, PL=P-1 
635 Q=Pi 
636 1F(P-1)680,680,65C 
637 650 DO 66G 1tZP1 
638 IPI=IPI-IA-1 
639 IF(DABS(A(!PI)-EPS) 680,680,660 
640 660 C=Q-1 
641 680 I1=(P-1).IA+P 













652 GO TC 783 





G3YAtII -­2. _ 
657 GO TO 780 
658 760 G3=.ODC 
659 780. CAP=CSQRT(GI.G14G2G2+G3*G3) 
66U IF(CAP)S00,86C,800 
661 800 IF(GI)82G,840,840 
662 820 CAP=-CAP 




667 GO Tr 880 
668 ­ 863 ALPHA=2.CD- - - - --.. 
669 PSII:O.GDQ 
67u PS12:0.UIC 
671 88' IF(1-Q)ge0,96 4t9G . ... . . . 
672 9C IF(I-P)92C,94.,920 
673 92C A(IlI):-CAP 
674 GO TC 96C 
675 941 A(*I1)-AI[1) 
o76 96Z IJ=I] 
677 CO 1 42 J I --.. . . .. ..--. .. . . . . 
678 T=PSII*AtIJ+) 
679 IF(I-N1)g81,0IGO,1G0C 
680 98 IP2J=1J+2 
681 T=T+PS12*A(IP2J) 
























696 . . T PSI*A(Jp) 
697 IF(1-N1)1120,1140,1140 
698 1120 JIP2=JIPIA 































116 GO TO 60
 









722 1300 RRLN)=A(NN) 
7It . R (N)=&QZC- ­
724 IANA(N)=1 
725 IF(Nl)14C0,14O,L320 
726 132G N=Nl 
727 GO TC 2G 
728 1400 RETURN 




















































742 SUBRCLTINE EIGVEC(IVC, A, B, k, IRCW, X9, XI, VR, VI, RCUrRE, cs"
 
1 RCGTIE, NE, KNAX, T2, SWI, CCUKTE, ERP,YP )
 
C SLBRCLTINE TC FIND THE EICENVECFRS CF A NON-SYfI.ETRIC MATRIK "
 
C BY A rOIFIED nILKINSCNIS INVERSE ITEFATICN tETFLE.
 




C 1 FIND CNLY THE REGLLAR EIGENVECTCRS (A X LAMBDA X) ES'
 
C 2 FIND CNLY THE TRANSPCSEC FIGEhVECTORS (AT V = LAMBOA VIES'
 
C 3 FIND ECTH TYPES CF EIGEiVECTClS.' .B
 
743 CIMENSICN A(3,3),e13,3)I(3,2I,XR3),X!1[3),VR(3),VI(31, IfOW3,2)
 




745 DOUBLE PRECISION CABSCSIGKCSQKT,UMAX1
 





749 RCOTR = RCCTRE =s' 
750 RCOTI * RCETIE 
751 N = NE
 
752 m= FMM - 1 
753 N1 N1 
754 NPI = N + I 
755 IVCi = IVC - I 
756 IVC2 = IVC1 - 1 
757 COUNT = I S 







762 CLIM = 1.CE-4
 




C CCMPLEX EIGENVALUE. rS*
 
C -c 
764 1 TEMP =-- RCCTR - RCCTR -5 
765 IS = 2 
166 TEMP2uROOTR*RCCTR+RCCTI-RCCTI 
161 ---- JJ =.C30=s 
168 DO 606 I = 1, N " 
769 IF(T2) 600, 6C3, 6CO 
770 60^. CC 602 J= 1lN-­
771 dJ dJJ 
772 IF(JJ - 251) 602, 601, 6GI 
7?3 601 JJ = I 
774 READ (T2) (CLL,i), LL = 1,25q) 
775 602 B(I,J) = A(IJ)'TEP + W(JJi) sC
 
176 GO TC 6C5 -s' 
777 603b .604 J 1 N 
778 604 B(I,J) = AII,J)T*EMP + B(I,J) Es779 605 81,1 - BfII) + TEVP2 -s
 
780 606 A(I I = A ib) - RCCTR E.
 
781 IF(T2 NE. 0) REhIND T2 s.
 
782 GC TO 7CO 86
 








622 IF(IVC21 623, 625. 




787 624 XI(LL)=C.ODC 
788 IF(IVCL) 625, 514, 625 ES' 







CC TC 511__ ES' 
C ES" 
C MATRIX NOT SINGULAR. ES' 
C - -S' 
793 608 0 ~ 1 1 
794 htLL,1)=l.CDO 
195hIL2=.0 






IF(IVC2) 61C1 .612. 610 ES' 
799 610 CD 611 1 = 1, N Es" 
800 12 = IRCW ,2) ES' 
802 CC 611 J = 1, N ES' 
803 611 XI(12) = XI(12) + A(I,J).W'(J,2) ES' 
804 IF(IVCI) 612, 500, 612 -S' ___ 
805 
806 
612 DC 613 1 = 1, N 
Vl(I) = W(1,3).RCGTI tS ES' 
807 o_ 613. .. . . . .. ES' 
808 613 Vl(I)-= VItt) *A(Ji)jW(J,4) ES' 
809 GO TO 499 
810 
811 
615 CERR =I0..DCERR1.GDE ES' 
812 
813 _ 
IF(IVC2) 616, 619, 
616 _00618 .8., __ . 
616 
.. . . 
Es, 
814 XR(I) = -1W(I,2) ES' 
815 00 617 J i 1, N 
817 
818 
81 61 RH-=X(1I +tA(IJk.xi(j) 
618 XR(I) = XR(I)/RGCTI 




-81.9820 619 CU-621 1 =1,-------- N-SV(I) = -W(1.4) ES' 
821 DC 620 J 1, N ES' 
822 . 620 VR(I) = VR(I) + A(J, )*VI[J) S' 
823 621 VR(I) = VR(Ii/RGCTI s' 
C Es, 
C SEARCH VECTCRS FOR LARGEST ELEMENT ANC NCRMALIZE. 
CES 
824 627 AMAX=O.QDO 
825 CC 629 L = 1, N - c 
826 TEMP = VRLI.*2 + I{(L).*2 ' 
827 IF(TEMP - PYAX) 62S, 629, 628 ES' 
828 628 AMAX = TEMP .s' 
829 12 = L 
830 629 CONTINUE ES' 
831 Cl = VR(12)/AHAX oS' 
lhO 
832 C2 = -Vt(12)AMAX tS' 
833 CO 630 L = 1, N :S, 
834 TEMP = VI(L) 
835 VIL) = VR(L1*CZ + TE!PtCI -S 
836 63r VR(L) = VR(L)-Cl - TE$P.E2 -
837 IFICCUNT .EC. 1) GC TC 632 IC' 
838 CP 631 IL = 1. N -C' 
839 631 CCERR=CPAX1(CCERR,DAPSIVRILLI-w(LL,3)),CAES(VI(LL)-,dLL,4))H 
840 632 1FfIVC2) 63.3, 63E. 633 25, 
841 633 AMAX=1..,mi 
842 CC 635 L = 1. N ES, 
843 TEMP = XR(LIE*2 + XI(L)**Z 
844 
845 
IF(TEMP - AMAX) 635, 635, 634 
634 AMAX = TEMP .S 
846 [2 = L 











850 00 636 L = L, N ES' 
851 TEMP = X(LI 
852 XI(M XR(L)-C2 + TECPPCI 
853 
854 
636 XR(I) = XR(L).CI - rEMP'C2 
IFICCUNT .EQ. 1) GC TC 646 -S' 
855 CO 637 LL = I, N as' 
856 637 DCERR=DMAX1(DCERR,DA8SIXR(LLI)-ILLI)),CkES(XI(LL)-ILL,2)}I 
C -C 
C TEST FOR ZCNVERGECE. 's 
C --S. 






,GE. 1.3E-4) GC TG 639 
.GE. CLIP) GC TC 648 
-C 
861 CLIP = CFRR 
862 
863 639 
IF(CLIM LE. LOE-8) GC TC 648 
IFICCbNT .GE. is) cc rC 6s I­
864 647 CCUNT = COLNT + 1 S, 
865 IF(RCOTI) 642, 673, 642 S" 
866 642 IF(IC2) 64,, 644, 64: a, 
867 6A DO 641 LL = 1, N 
868 WILL,l) = XILL) S 
869 641 WILL,2) = XI(LL) 
871 !F(IVC1I 644, 61.1 , 644 S 
871 644 CC 645 LL = 1, N -S 
872 h(LL,31 = VR(LL) 
273 645 (ILL,4) = VI(LL) 
874 OF Tr 69 
875 646 CERR = 'fS" 
87o DCERR=J.CC. 
877 IF(ICC) 648, 647, 648 -S, 
878 648 ERR = CERR 
879 CnLNTE = ECLAT 
88J IFIRCGTI) 6C7, 668, 667 C 
881 667 Cr 649 1 = I, N rS 
882 645 All,!) = AI,l) + RCCTR -S 
883 RETURN s 
084 68 PRINT LCI. RCCTR, RCCTI, CERR es' 
885 GO TC 648 ES. 
c ES' 
886 60 1SW = I ES' 
887 .. . D0 651 1 = j.. . 
688 00 65C J 1, N 




890 -­ 6518 (l~I) a 81 1 ) - -RCCTR 
891 GO TO 7O 
- *ES' 
ES' 
892 652 IF(ICC) 680, 685, 680 
. .. C. . .. 
ES'ES' 
C SINGtLAR MATRIX. ES' 
C 
893 680_IF(XVZ) 68 683 681_" 
869 681 60 682 L ' 1, N ES' 
895 682 XI(lj=O.O0 
896 -_ IFIIVCl) 683hI5j4tA83- . E5' 
897 683 DCO 684 L 1, N ES' 
898 684 -VI(L)=O.ODC 
899 GO TC 511... C ES' 
C MATRIX NOT SINGLLAR. ES' 
C . . . . . ...... .E S' 
900" 685 IF(1VC23 653, 65(5 653 E" 
90l 653 00 654 L = 1, N ES' 
9g02. 654 XI(L)=t _. .. .. 
903 IF(I5C1) 656, 500. 656 
904 656 00657 L -1. N 
ES' 
ES' 
905 657 VI (L1ODO=1. -
906 GO Td 499 ES% 
C ES) 
C _.- NCRMALIZE- REAL VECTCRS-.-------C - -
- - -
--- E-S' 
907 655 CERR = C.C ES' 
909 IF(IVC2) 658, 662, 658 ES) 
910 658 CI=C.OfC 
All- C2 .OD . ---.--­
912 DO 660 1 1, N ES 
913 TEMP=DABS(XT(LI) 
914 IF(TEP .- _C 1) 60gik, -059-
915 659 Cl = TEPP 
.ES' 
ES) 
916 CZ = XI(L) Es' 
917 660 CCNTINUE . . . ......-ES' 
918 C 661 t 10 N ESI 
919 XI(L) = XK(L)/C2 ES' 
920 OCERR=DMAX1DCERR.DABS(XCL)-XR(LfL) 
g2.. 661 XR(L) = XIHt). 




923 662 C20.0pCqj4 C1=cooc --- -
925 00 664 L = 1, N ESN 
926 TEMP=DABS([VI(Ll.... 
1.h2 
927 IF(TEMP - Cl) 664, 664, 663 ES)
 
928 663 C1 = TEMP E5
 
929 C2 = VItL) ESN
 
930 664 CONTINUE Es,
 
931 CO 665 LL = 1, N ESN
 








936 _ GO TC 638 !
 
937 668 IFCIVC2) 669,'671, 669 ES)
 




940 IFIVCI) 67i. 70, 671 ES'
 
941 671 CO 672 L = 1, N ES'
 
942 672 VI(L)=0.CO.... .
 
943 70 RETURN ES'
 
944 673 IF(IVC2) 674, 502, 674 ES'
 
945 - 674 00 675 1 - 1, N S.s 

946 12 = IRCh(I,2) ES'
 
947 675 XI(12) = XR(I) .S ,
 








949 499 IF(IVC2) 5CC, 502. 5CC ES' 
950 50a 00 501 1 = 2, N 
C- - -.. 
ES' 
951 11 = I - 1- ....-.---.--- -- - - - -.. ES' 
952 D 501 J = I, Ii ES' 
953 501 XIII) = XIIl) - E(IJI.XI(J) ES' 
954 511 IFIIVCI) 502, 514, 502 LS' 
955 502 00 510 1 = 1, N ES 
956 11 = I - i ES' 
957 -- IFiT~) 5C0t, 5u5, 5f3--E 
958 503 rd 504 J = 1, f1 ES' 
959 504 VIII) VII) - E8JI)*VI(J) -ES' 
960 . . IFIICC) 505, 506, 505 .. ........ . .......... .. ... .. - ES'
 
961 5C5 IFIB(-1,I)) 5C6, 5C 5C6 ES'
 
962 506 VIII) = VI)/B{I,I) P'
 
963 GC TC 51C
 
964 507 [FIVI(I)) 508, 5CC8 EZ'
 
965 508 VIi = VI(I)*1.OE+15 E5' 
966 GO TO 510 .. ES' 
967 509 MI) = 1.C ES' 
968 51C CENTINUE ES' 
.969 IF(IVC2) 514, 525, 514 ES" 
970 514 PC 522 1 = 1, N ES' 
971 IR = NP. - I ES' 
972 IFI - 1) 515, 517, 515 ES' 
973 515 12 = IR + I ES' 
974 C 516 J 12, K Es' 
975 516 XI(IR) = XIHIR) - B(IR,J).XI(J) ES' 
976 IFIICC) 511,-518, 517 9S 
977 517 IFIBIIR,IR)) 518, 519, 518 ES' 




979 GO TC 522 F51 
980 519 IFiXIIIR)) 52C, 521, 520 ESN 
981 52C XI(IRI = XIIIR)*lCE415 ES, 
983 521 XI(IRI-l.000 
984 522 CCNTINUE ES' 
985 1Etf.I_ L. 5225._5.. . . . .. _-­
986 525 00 526 1 - 2, N ES' 
987 IR = NP - I ES 
988 2 IR _L ._.S .. .. ... .. ...... 
989 DO 526 J R 12, N ES' 
990 
991 
526 VI(IRI - VItIR) 
-- - CO__5?7. A-~AN 
- B(J,IRI*VI(Jl ES, 
9V------­
992 12 = JRGW(L,13 ES' 
993 527 VR(12) = VI(L) ES' 
994 00 528 L . N ________ 
995 528 WI LT = VR(L) - - ES 
996 5Z IFIRCOTI) 615, 655, 615 ES' 
C FACTOR MATRIX. ES, 
C ES' 
997 700 ICC = 0 ES' 
998 5hW1t.OD72 








10D3 IAX = K ES' 
1004 K1 - K + 1 ES" 
10051006 ....... 00 702 1 n Ki, NIAMAX4TCA8SIII GO TC701 _ _ ES, 
1007 AMAX=DABS(B(tK)) 
1008 IMAX = I ESI 
7092 CONTINUE ES) 
1010 IF(AMAX .LT. SWI) 5W1 = APAX E51 
1011 
.11 .... 
IF(AMAX.GE.1.0D-251 GO TC 723 
_(KK)-OO00 -
1013 ICC = ICC + I ES) 
1014 GO TO 7C8 E 
1015 723 IF(IAX .E. K) GO TC 704 ES) 
1016 D0 703 J n 1, N ES) 
1017 




SIINAXJ) . . ..... __ ES) 
1019 703 B(IMAX,J) - APAX ES) 
1020 12 = IROW(K.1) ESN 
1021 ___ IROW{KXI - IROW(ZKAX,1) ES) 
1022 IROW(IMAXI) ­ 13 E$) 
1023 704 00 747 q1K1t W ESI 
10.-!.-_ IF(1II tO!. 701. 705 ES 
1025 705 B(1,K} = BIK)/B(KK) ES) 
1026 00 706 J - KI, N ES) 
1027 706 B6(1,) = 8(I.J) - 8(K,J)8(lKI ESI 
1028 707 CONTINUE A$1 
1029 708 CONTINUE -M- - - - I--








1035 GO TC 709 ES)
 
1036 713 IFIAPAX .LT. SWI) SWi - AFAX ES)

1037 7091 I1CC-*LE,-TSN1Ar, gl----------­
1038 IF(MF) 1050,1C50,1051
 
1039 1051 WRITE(II3,1G2) ICC 
1040 COUNIE - C E' 
1041 RETURN ES' 
1042. 1050 WRITE(103.1052) ICC 
1043 710 00 111 LL = 1 N E5 
1044 12 - IRCh (LLl) cS 
1045 711 IROh(12,2) - LL ES) 
1046 IF(RCOTI) 6C7, 652, 607 9 
10647 052 FORMATI/j/23H 0t4e WARNING *'t... 0 SUBROUTINE EIGVEC HAS ES' 
1FOUNC AN FICENVALUE CF APPARENT PULTILICITYr. Es 
tCONTI..UES S .14/23X " - COMPUTATION OF EIES'
 
2GENVECTOR(S) CONTINUES AT USER S OPTION'//) ES'
 
1048 101 FORMATC38HOORE THAN 15 LCOPS FOR EIGENVECTOR OF,2E12.4, ES'
 
42H DIFFERENCE CFE12.4) ES' 
1049 102 FORMAT(16H0#*evWA&kIGv... a 14, 7H ZERCS ON DIAGONAL OF FACTOREDES. 
I MATRIX. CHECK FOR PULTIPLE EIGENVALUES./ZOX, ES' 
2. SUEROUTINE EIGVEC WItL_ NOT !!RFV-&CRM)P1AITON FCR THIS EIGENVECES' 
3TOR 1i) ES'
 
1050 END
 
/OATA
 
